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4. De ziekte van Lesch-Nyhan lijkt niet de meest geschikte ziekte
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5. De gemeten verschuivingen van Auger-lijnen door Post Collision

Interaction by excess-energieën in de orde van de Auger-
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scheidende vermogen van de elektronenspektrometer en in
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7. Mishra et al. houden geen rekening met de roosterrelaxatie die

zal optreden, wanneer een Sb ion voor een Ca ion wordt

gesubstitueerd in de fosfor calciumhalofosfaat-Sb . De bere-

kende quadrupool-interaktieparameter voor Sb-"" op een Ca 2 +

plaats is zodoende onjuist. Dit ondermijnt de bewering dat

14- ''+
Sb niet op een Ca1- plaats zit.

K.C. Mishra, R.J. Patton, E.A. Dale en T.P. Das, Phys. Rev.,

B35 (1987) 1512.

8. De konklusies die Choo et al. trekken voor de expressie van

HBsAg in S. Cerevisiae met betrekking tot gastheerstamafhanke-

lijkheid en terminatorafhankelijkheid volgen niet uit hun

resultaten.

K.B. Choo, S.M. Wu, L. Hung en H.H. Lee, Biochera. Riophys.

Res. Commun., 131 (1985) 160.

9. De manier waarop Seaton en Glandt de druk berekenen in Monte-

Carlo-simulaties van adhesieve, harde schijven, is in
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A vast amount of research concerning nonradiative electronic

excitation energy transfer in solids has been performed in the past

[1]. Particular attention has been paid to energy transfer in rare-

earth compounds, which plays an important role for a variety of

applications, such as laser materials [2], lamp phosphors [3-5],

luminescent solar concentrators [6] and X-ray intensifying screens

[7]. The study of energy transfer processes is not possible without

a thorough knowledge of the luminescence properties. In the case of

rare-earth compounds the investigations of these properties are

facilitated by the fact that the excitation and emission spectra of

rare-earth ions in solids consist mainly of sharp lines, which

belong to transitions within the 4f shell. This shell is effective-

ly shielded from the crystalline environment by the 5s and 5p

electrons, resulting in a weak interaction of the Af electrons with

lattice vibrations. Consequently the energy level scheme of a rare-

earth ion incorporated into a crystal resembles that of the free

ion. In figure 1 the energy level schemes of the free trivalent

rare-earth ions, which appear in this thesis, are shown.

In recent years an increasing interest has been shown in the

influence of special structural features on energy transfer. Much

theoretical and experimental work has been performed, for instance,

on energy migration (i.e. multi-step energy transfer) in low-

dimensional systems [9-19]. There even appeared a study on energy

transfer in a fractal structure, namely Corning Vycor glass (7930)

I 1
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Fig. 1. The energy levels of some trivalent rare earth ions [8]
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[20], which proved, however, to be very doubtful [21]. Other

investigations are dealing with one-step energy transfer between

ions on different crystallographic sites [22,23], while a third

category of transfer under intensive study is the transfer between

pairs of rare-earth ions [24-27].

The principal aim of this thesis is to study the energy

transfer properties of a series of rare-earth compounds with some

marked structural peculiarities. For all the compounds studied

except one, Eu-^ was used as the rare-earth ion. It offers the

advantage of a fairly simple energy level scheme, which allows

unambiguously interpretable luminescence measurements. In most Eu

compounds the excited state, from which emission occurs, is the DQ

level, which is nondegenerate (see figure 1 ). The compounds under

study in this thesis have either different crystallographic sites

for the rare-earth ion or a one-dimensional rare-earth sublattice.

With regard to rare-earth compounds only two-dimensional

systems were considered for investigations on low-dimensional

energy migration up till now [14], since no one-dimensional rare-

earth compounds were available in the past. The most intensively

studied one-dimensional systems were two manganese compounds, viz.

tetramethyl-ammonium-manganese-trichloride (TMMC) [15,16] and

CsMnBrj [17], and two molecular compounds, viz. 1,4-dibromonaph-

thalene (DBN) [18] and 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (TCB) [19]. Some

years ago, however, a series of borates of composition LnMgBjO^Q

(Ln =» La,....,Er) was synthesized [28], which occurred to have a

one-dimensional rare-earth sublattice, consisting of linear zig-zag

chains. This offered the possibility to study energy migration in

one-dimensional rare-earth compounds. One expects this migration to

differ from the one in the manganese and molecular compounds, since

the interaction between rare-earth ions 1B usually much weaker than

the interactions involved in the latter compounds.

The luminescence and energy migration properties of EuMgB^O^Q

are described in chapter II. By analysis of the decay curves of the

Eu ^DQ emission in undoped EuMgBjO^Q samples and in
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samples doped with Nd and Ni , and from the integrated emission

intensity of the Eu^" ions as a function of Eu^+ concentration in
Gdl-x

EuxM8B5°10 (0 < x < 1), it was shown that the energy migration

which occurs over the Eu sublattice down to low temperatures, is

one-dimensional. Since the separation between two neighbouring Eu

ions on different chains (6 A) is not much larger than the separa-

tion between two Eu ions on the same chain (4 A ) , this means that
3+ 3+the EuJ -EuJ interaction has a short-range character and must

occur by exchange. At low temperatures Eu ions on nonregular

crystallographic sites (probably a Mg^+ site and a Eu3"*" site next

to this site) act as acceptors for the excitation energy, while
O • ry |

defects of an unknown nature and the Nd and Niz ions take over

at higher temperatures. The temperature dependence of the different

transfer processes could be explained assuming phonon-assisted

energy transfer.

In view of the relatively small separation between the rare-

earth chains in the pentaborate, it seemed interesting to investi-

gate the luminescence and energy migration properties of TbMgB^O^Q.

This is described in chapter III. In Tb systems the energy

migrates via the Fg <£ D. transition, which has a greater oscil-

lator strength than the FQ ̂  DQ transition, which mediates the

energy migration in Eu compounds. This leads to a stronger

dipolar interchain interaction than in EuMgB^O^g. Although the

luminescence measurements showed that the energy migration over the

Tb sublattice, which occurs in TbMgB^O^Q down to lowest tempera-

tures, is mainly one-dimensional, time-dependent measurements on

undoped TbMgB5010 samples and TbMgB5O10 samples doped with Eu
3+ and

Mn^+ showed that the energy migration has a small three-dimensional

component, leading to an overall quasi-one-dimensional migration.

The temperature dependence of the migration could be explained by

assuming that the transfer process changes from nonresonant to

resonant with increasing temperature.

Very recently the synthesis of another compound with a one-

dimensional rare-earth sublattice was described, viz. L

14



[29]. It differs from the pentaborate by the fact that the separa-

tion of the Gd° chains in LigGdCBC^^ amounts to 6.7 A. Chapter IV

consists of the description of the luminescence and energy migra-

tion properties of the corresponding Eu compound, Lic.Eu(BO<i)o,

which has the same structure. It appeared, that the energy migra-

tion in LigEu(803)3 n a s exact^y t n e same behaviour as in EuMgBcOin.

For the study of energy transfer between Eu3+ ions on dif-

ferent crystallographic sites, two compounds representing two

extreme possibilities were chosen, viz. (3 '-Gd2(MoO^)3 : E\i3+,

having two slightly different rare-earth sites, and Gd2O3 : Eu ,

having two strongly different rare-earth sites. The investigations

on the luminescence and energy migration properties of these

compounds are described in chapters V and VI, respectively.

In the molybdate the position of the DQ level of Eu on both

crystallographic sites is the same. Phonon-assisted energy transfer

between the EuJ ions on the different sites has been observed to

occur via a superexchange mechanism over a distance of 6.3 A. This

leads in the concentrated compound, p'-Eu2(MoO^)3, to energy

migration over the Eu sublattice to quenching centers. Structural

arguments make it plausible that this migration has a quasi-two-

dimensional character.

In Gd20o : Eu the two sites have symmetry Sg and C2. The DQ

level of a Eu3+ ion on a Sg site lies 100 cm"1 higher than the 5D Q

level of a Eu^+ ion on a C2 site. Energy transfer has been observed

over more than 7 A from a Eu3+ ion on a Sg site to a Eu3* ion -on a

C2 site. The transfer occurs via superexchange and quadrupole-

dipole interactions. The phonon assistance of the transfer process

differs from the phonon assistance in the other Eu compounds, due

to the large difference between the two crystallographic sites. In

the concentrated compound, EU2O3, energy migration occurs over the

Eu 3 + (C2) sublattice to quenching centers.
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CHAPTER I I

LUMINESCENCE AND ENERGY MIGRATION

IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL E u 3 + COMPOUND: EuMgB5O1Q

A b s t r a c t

Energy transfer processes in undoped EuMgB,-O,g, and in

EuMgB501Q doped with Nd3* or Ni2+ have been evaluated. This host

lattice contains linear Eu3+ chains. Energy migration occurs over

the Eu-^ sublattice down to low temperatures. At low temperatures

mainly Eu traps act as acceptors, at higher temperatures the

intentionally added impurities, and defects of an unknown nature

take over. The energy migration is proved to be one-dimensional;

the transfer probabilities In and between the linear chains are

estimated and differ by orders of magnitude. The critical inter-

action distances between regular Eu3"*" ions (donors) and Eu3"*" traps,

Nd3"1" ions and Nl^+ ions (acceptors) are determined. The temperature

dependence of the transfer processes is explained by phonon

assistance.
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1. Introduction

Extensive investigations of the luminescence and energy

transfer properties of concentrated rare-earth compounds have been

made in the past decade (see e.g. refs.[l,2], and references

therein). In our laboratory EuAl^B^O^ [3], NaEuTiO^ [4], Eu2O2SO/

[5] and EuOCl [6] were investigated. In the borate the Eû *" sub-

lattice has a three-dimensional ordering. In the other compounds

the Eu ions form layers, in which the Eu-""-Eu^+ distance is

shorter than the Eu-'+-Eu^+ distance between the layers.

The theory for the energy transfer process, initially

developed by FSrster [7] and later extended by Dexter [8], states

that the energy transfer probability between two ions depends,

among other parameters, on the separation R between the ions. In

the case of multipolar coupling of the ions, the transfer

probability is proportional to R~s, where s = 6,8,10,..., depending

on whether the coupling is dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole,

quadrupole-quadrupole.... For an exchange mechanism the distance
2R

dependence is given by the expression exp( =-), where L is an

effective average Bohr radius for the excited and unexcited states.

In the two-dimensional systems mentioned above one expects,

therefore, that the energy migration, i.e. multistep energy

transfer between similar ions, will greatly be confined to the

layers. This has been observed for NaEuTiO^, and for E^C^SO^ at

low temperatures. In EuOCL, where the distance between the layers

is relatively small compared to those in the other compounds; the

energy migration turned out to be three-dimensional, just as was

the case for EuAl-jB^O^*

Some years ago a series of borates of composition LnMgB^OjQ

(Ln=La Er) was synthesized [9]. The structural study of

LaMgBrO,o revealed that the La
3+ sublattice consists of linear zig-

zag chains along the b-axis. The shortest La^-La^ distances are

4.0 A in the chain and 6.0 A between the chains. This makes energy

transfer in the chain about 10 times more probable than transfer

20



between the chains in the case of dipole-dipole interaction, and

10 times more probable in the case of exchange interaction, using

an effective Bohr radius L for Eu^-Eu3* transfer of 0.3 A [10].

This suggests that EuMgB^OjQ might be a suitable system to observe

one-dimensional energy migration. Fouassier et al. [11] confirmed

this expectation by analysing efficiency measurements using

statistical arguments. The aim of this paper is to investigate the

energy migration in EuMgBgOjQ more in detail.

Therefore we performed luminescence measurements, using broad-

band as well as laser site-selective excitation, and time-resolved

spectroscopy on powder samples of G^i-x^^S^sOio (° < x < 1),

y y (10~4 < y < lO-2) and EuMgl_zNizB5010 (z = 10~
2,

0""^). Nd-"" and Ni 2 + were introduced as acceptors for the migrating

energy. These Ions, which will substitute on the Eu^4" and Mg2+

sites, respectively, may be considered as effective quenchers of

the EuJ emission in view of their energy level diagram. To get an

idea of the Eu -Nd^+ and Eu^-Ni2"*" interaction, decay measure-

ments were performed on powder samples of composition

and Gd O 9 5Eu o

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

measurements were performed on powdered samples. The

Gdj_xEuxMgBcOjQ compounds were obtained by dissolving (k̂ O-j

(Highways 99.999%), Eu2O3(Highways 99.99%), basic MgCO3 (Merck,

p.a. grade) and H3BO3 (idem) in nitric acid (idem). For the Nd3*

and Ni2+ dopes Nd2O3 (Fluka, 99.9%) and NiC03(UCB, p.a. grade) were

used. The solution was evaporated until dryness. The remaining

solid was fired for 6 hours at 700°C, ground and finally fired at

950°C for 15 hours. To compensate for evaporation losses, an excess
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amount of HgBO-j was used. All samples were checked by X-ray powder

diffraction using CuKa radiation.

2.2. Optical Measurements

Luminescence measurements were performed on a Perkin-Elmer MPF

44-B spectrofluorometer, equipped with a Xenon lamp, a Hamamatsu R

928 photomultiplier and an Oxford Instruments CF 204 liquid helium-

flow cryostat, in the region 200 nm to 800 nm (spectral resolution

~.4 nm).

For site-selective and time-resolved measurements a tunable

dye-laser (Molectron DL 200) pumped with a pulsed nitrogen laser

(Molectron UV14) was used as an excitation source. The laser

generated a pulse with a peak power of 30 kW and a width of about

10 ns. The pulse frequency was about 10 Hz. The resolution of this

equipment amounts to 0.03 nm at 600 nm (about 1 cm""1). The

luminescence was focused on the entrance slit of a Spex 1704 X (1

meter) monochromator and detected by a cooled photomultiplier (RCA

C 31034). To record time-integrated excitation and emission

spectra, a Philips PM 2436 multimeter was used, whereas for time-

resolved spectra a PAR model 162/165 boxcar averager was used.

Decay curves were recorded using an ORTEC photon-counting system

(ORTEC 9301 fast amplifier, ORTEC 574 fast timing amplifier and an

ORTEC 436 100 MHz discriminator) in combination with an EG & G

ORTEC 7100 multichannel analyser. Intensity-versus-time data could

be processed in 1024 channels with a maximum resolution of 10 us

per channel and a maximum vertical resolution of 20 bits. The data

were processed further with a HP 86 computer. In this set up the

samples were Immersed Into liquid helium in a Thor bath cryostat

(S-100). The temperature of the samples could be regulated between

1.3 K and 300 K using a Thor temperature controller (Thor cryo-

genics, model 3020 II). The temperature was measured using a Fe/Rh

resistance thermometer.
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3. Results

3.1. Spectral properties.

The excitation spectrum of the emission of the Eu^1" ions in

Gdi^Eo^MgBgOjQ shows a broad band and several sharp lines in the

region 200 nm to 600 ran. The broad band which peaks for x = 1 at

about 250 nm, can be ascribed to the 02"~-Eu^+ charge-transfer

transition. At higher Gd concentrations the charge-transfer band

shifts to somewhat shorter wavelengths. The sharp lines correspond

to transitions within the 4f configuration of Eu .

For x < 1 sharp lines appear around 275 nm and 310 nm,

corresponding to the **S + **I and ^S ••• *>P transitions of Gd3"1". The

Gd3"1" ion transfers its energy to Eu3+. As LeskelS et al.[12]

pointed out, this process comprises energy migration in the Gd

sublattice. This migration is not one-dimensional.

The emission spectrum of EuMgBgOjQ Is given in figure 1. The

emission occurs from the ^D« level. No emission from higher ^D

levels could be observed, not even for x = 0.01. This is due to

efficient multiphonon relaxation from these levels to the -*DQ

level. Infrared and Raman spectra of GdMgBjOjQ revealed the

presence of vibrations with energies up to 1400 cm"1. The same was

observed for the borate system Gdj^EUjjA^B^O^ [3].

HBlsS and Leskela" [13] have discussed the emission spectrum of

Eu3+ In LaMgBcOjQ. Our results are similar. These authors made a

crystal-field analysis of the Eu3"*" emission in LaMgB^O^Q and

concluded that C2v symmetry describes the experimental energy, level

scheme satisfactorily. There is one crystallographlc site for the

Eu ion. As a consequence of the linear crystal field at this site

the 5 D Q t 7 F Q transition is not strictly forbidden. It has a

temperature independent llnewidth of 4.5 cm"1 in
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Our emission spectrum appears to contain some additional

information. First, the A2 line of the ^DQ •*• 7F, transition at

600.5 nm shows a threefold splitting (see fig. 2), although the

initial and final level are nondegererate. This splitting doe6 not

depend on temperature or on Eu concentration and occurs also In

the excitation line 7Fj (A2) + DQ. This means that it must be a

property inherent to the Eu3+ Ions in this lattice. Caro [14] has

recently proposed to apply a theory due to Brawer [15] to phenomena

of this kind. Brawer worked out a qualitative theory which

describes this effect for the general case of two nondegenerate

levels. Following his ideas the splitting is a consequence of the

existence of phonons which match the energy difference between the

two highest Stark levels of the 'Fj multlplet, viz. A2 and Bj. Due

to a certain ion-phonon coupling these phonons give rise to extra

lines for transitions which involve the F,(A2) level. The energy

difference between the two levels is 300 cm and the Raman

spectrum showed a line with that energy, viz. 305 cm" . In view of

Caro's strong evidence we feel that Brawer's theory can also be

applied in our case.

These extra lines should not be confused with vibronic side-

bands. The latter occur also In the spectra of Gd}_xEuxMgBijOjQ at

the lower energy side of the ^DQ + FQ transition In the emission

spectrum and on the higher energy side of the FQ * ^DQ and

'FQ + ^D2 transitions in the excitation spectrum. This is shown in

figure 3. In figure 3a one notices that some no-phonon transitions

originating from the 5D Q level lie In the region of the vibronic

sidebands belonging to the 5D Q •*• 7FQ transition. The energy

differences between the vibronic lines and the corresponding no-

phonon lines are equal to some of the vibratlonal energies provided

by the infrared spectrum. This is illustrated in table I for the

FQ + D« transition. The vibronic lines are one-phonon sidebands

and obey the selection rule of the Judd-Ofelt theory. This has been

observed before for Eu3+ in tungstates [16]. The vibronic sidebands
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of the DQ •> 'F2 emission line could not be detected because they

are hidden under the •*• F , emission l i n e s .
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F i g . 3 . Part of the emission (a) and exci tat ion (b) spectrum of
GdO.95EuO.O5MgB5°lO» recorded at 4.2 K ( (a) XfiXC » 525.6 nm;
(b) \ = 610.36 nm). , , : one phonon sidebands.

em
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Table I

Comparison of the energy differences between the one-phonon

sidebands and the no-phonon line of the FQ •*• D2 transition with

vibrational energies in Gdoe95EuQ

Peak position

(cm )

Energy difference to

no-phonon line

(cm"1)

Corresponding line

in IR spectrum

(cm"1)

21550 (no-phonon)

21830 ± 20

22030

22080

22220

22320

22470

22570

22830

22940

0

280

480

530

670

770

920

1020

1280

1390

289 ± 3

471

520

699

750

915

1000

1315

1390

In addition to these Eu concentration independent features,

we observed also concentration dependent ones: in the emission

spectrum of EuMgBcOin at 4.2 K weak lines occur which are not

present in the emission spectrum of Gdo^EuQ^QjMgBjOjQ. Some of

these weak lines are indicated by the arrows in figure 1. Only the

570 nra to 630 nm region was considered because of the small number

of main lines in that region. We ascribe these extra lines to

different types of EuJ ions which are often encountered in Eu
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compounds [3,4,6]. We will refer to these Eu^+ ions as non-regular

Eu3* ions, the regular Eu*1" ions being those on the rare-earth

crystallographic sites in a non-disturbed surroundings. These non-

regular emission lines appear to belong to two different types of

non-regular Eu ions. In figure 4 the excitation spectra of these

100

t
100

w 100

50 •

(c)

L. •

579,0 578,0 577,0

Fig. 4* Excitation spectra in the 7FQ +
 5D Q region, of the emis-

sion of EuMgB5010, recorded at 4.2 K, for the different types of
^ 6 3 6 ) (b) 1 (\ 5875ions: (a) regular (\

nm), (c) trap 2 (X
em

610.36 nm), (b) trap 1 (\
em

587.5

em
594.0 nm).
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ions in the 7F Q •»•
 5DQ region are given (fig. 4b,c) together with

the regular 7F Q + 5DQ excitation at 577.70 ran (fig. 4a). The

broadening of the non-regular lines is due to the greater slit

width necessary because of the low intensity of these lines. The

resulting emission spectra of the ^DQ •• 'F, transitions after

selective excitation of the three different Eu^+ types are shown in

figure 5. The presence of the regular line at 577.70 nm in the

excitation spectra of the non-regular ions, demonstrates the

existence of energy transfer from regular to non-regular Ions. The

non-regular Ions act at low temperatures as traps for the excita-

tion energy on regular Ions because of the lower energy position of

their 5D Q level relative to the regular
 5D Q level. Below the deeper

trap will be referred to as trap 2, the other one as trap 1. As can

be seen In figure 4, there Is also energy transfer from trap 1 to

trap 2: the excitation line at 578.54 nm, belonging to trap 1,

occurs also in the excitation spectrum of trap 2 (fig. 4c). The

occurence of energy transfer from the regular ions to the traps and

from trap 1 to trap 2 is also reflected in the respective emission

spectra: in figure 5a (excitation into the regular Eu ) shoulders

are present at about 585 nm and 599 nm and a weak line at 594.0 nm,

all belonging to trap 2, and a weak line at 587.5 nm, belonging to

trap 1; the trap 2 lines appear also In the emission spectrum after

excitation Into trap 1 (fig. 5b). We were not able to detect any

splitting of the *DQ •+• 'F^ (A2) line In the emission spectra of the

traps due to the weak excitation Intensity of the traps, which

results In a smaller resolution. The regular lines at about 586 nm

and 590 nm in figure 5b are due to a partial excitation of the

regular emission because of the weak excitation intensity of trap 1

compared to the regular one (large slit width needed). This,

however, cannot be the reason for the presence of the trap 2 lines

in figure 5b, because the excitation intensities of trap 2 and trap

1 are comparable. Since there is practically no backtransfer from

traps to regular Ions at 4.2 K, this indicates one-step energy

transfer from trap 1 to trap 2. Detrapping occurs at higher temper-
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atures due to thermal promotion of the excitation from the trap

level to the regular levels. Assuming a Boltzmann distribution and

neglecting the energy transfer from trap 1 to trap 2, the trap

depth is obtained from the temperature dependence of the intensity

ratio of regular and trap emission after trap excitation. This

leads for trap 1 to a depth of 23 cm and for trap 2 of 46 cm~*.

These values agree very well with those derived from the excitation

spectra, viz. 26 cm"* and 45 cm"*.

An estimate of the trap concentration in EuMgBcOin can only be

very rough. Assuming equal absorption strength for regular and non-

regular ions, an intensity comparison of the respective FQ •+• ^DQ

excitations while monitoring the whole ^DQ •»• ̂F« emission region at

4.2 K, leads to a total trap concentration of about 5%, comparable

to what was found for EuAl^B^Oj^ crystals [3] and NaEuTiO^ powders

[4], In EuAlgB^Oj^ part of the non-regular Eu ions were attri-

buted to Eu^+ on Al^1" sites. Likewise Eû "1" ions on Mg^+ sites can

account for one type of traps in EuMgBcOjQ. The Mg site-symmetry

is Cj, which leads for a Eu-"" ion on a Mg^+ site to a threefold

splitting of the ^DQ •+ Fj transition . As can be seen in figure 5,

both traps show this threefold splitting. The difference in charge

and radius between Eu and Mg will lead to a certain distortion

of the surrounding lattice, giving rise to another type of traps on

Eu^+ sites next to the Eu^+ ion on the Mg^+ site. This is supported

by the occurrence of energy transfer from one trap to another in

spite of the low trap concentration.

The concentration dependence of the trap emission intensity in

the system Gdj^Eu^gB^OjQ is a consequence of its low intensity.

Even under high resolution conditions the trap concentration

becomes too low at low Eu^+ concentrations to be detectable.
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3.2. Energy transfer

3.2.1. Concentration and temperature dependence of the luminescence

To demonstrate energy migration in EuMgB5O1Q the integrated

Eu3+ emission (5DQ + 7F0,l,2f3,4
) of Gdl-xEuxM8B5°10 w a s measured

as a function of the Eu^" concentration x (0 < x < 1) at a series

of temperatures ranging from A.2 K to 300 K. The results are shown

in figure 6. In that figure are also plotted the results for
Eu0.999Nd0.001M8B5°10* Excitation was into the 7FQ ^ * 5Lfi

transition of Eu3*. For a luminescent ion like Eu3"1", a linear

dependence of the emission intensity on the Eu concentration is

100

I/)

UJ
>

a

50

• : 300 K
A: 4.2 K

Nd 3 -

Nd3*-

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
X »•

F i g . 6* Concentration dependence of the in tegra ted Eu3 + emiss ion
i n t e n s i t y in Gdj^Eu^gBijO^ and EuQ onnNdn rmiMgBcOm at 4 . 2 K and
300 K (X = 39A nm).
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to be expected, due to the weak oscillator strength of the parity-

forbidden 4f° transitions. A deviation from the linear curve

indicates energy migration to killer sites resulting in concentra-

tion quenching (see e.g. ref.[2]). In Gdi_xEuxMgB5O10 there Is

practically no energy migration at 4.2 K. At 300 K a deviation from

linearity occurs above a Eu3"1" concentration of about 85%. The

addition of Nd as acceptor makes this quenching effect more

pronounced.

In two- and three-dimensional systems like NaGd, EU XT10A [4]

and Gdi_xEuxAl38^0^2 Pl» concentration quenching occurs at lower

EuJ"r concentrations, viz. x = 0.3. The probability that the

migrating excitation encounters one of the randomly distributed

traps which are always present even in nominally pure samples, is

greatly reduced by a decrease in dimensionality [17]. Thus the very

high critical concentration for concentration quenching in the

system Gd^Eu^gBjjOj^ indicates that the energy migration Is

restricted to only one dimension. The quenching effect at 300 K of

the EuMgB^O^Q sample must be caused by some defect, the concentra-

tion of which was estimated to be about 0.5%, by comparing this

amount of quenching to the amount of quenching produced by adding

Nd In different concentrations to EuMgBcOin. The amount of

quenching was assumed to scale with the total amount of (unknown)

defects and (added) impurities. Atomic absorption spectroscopy

showed that the defect Is not iron, the main Impurity In basic

MgCO-,, whereas it followed from diffuse reflectance measurements on

EuMgBc0,Q that it is neither connected to the presence of Eu'' .

3.2.2. Time dependence of the luminescence

The luminescence measurements show that there is energy

transfer from regular Eu3+ ions to Eu3* traps at 4.2 K. For trap 2

this could be verified using time-resolved spectroscopy (TRS). In

figure 7 the intensity of the emission line of trap 2 at 594.0 nm
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Fig. 7. Time dependence of
the emission intensity of trap
2 after excitation into the
regular Eu ions, recorded at
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Fig . 8 . Decay curve of the emission of trap 2 (Xem = 594.0 nm) and
31of regular Eu^ ions (\e m = 610.36 nm) after excitation into the

regular Eu3"1" ions ( \ e x c = 525.6 nm) in EuMgB5010, recorded
4.2 K. Solid l i n e s : f i t s to eq. (1) and eq. (5) (see t e x t ) .

at
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is given as a function of the time after the excitation pulse into

the regular Eu-"" ions. This shows a build up of the trap emission.

The emission intensity of trap 1 was too low to allow any time-

resolved measurements.

The decay curves of the regular DQ emission and the trap 2

DQ emission after excitation into the regular ions, are given in

figure 8. They substantiate the energy transfer mentioned above:

the trap emission gains intensity at the expense of the regular

emission. The time in which the trap emission is built up is in

agreement with the time found by time-resolved spectroscopy, viz.

about 800 us. The tail of the trap decay is a single exponential

with a decay time of 2900 us.

The decay characteristics of the regular ^DQ emission of the

Gd1_xEuxMgB5O1Q system and of the EuMgBijÔ Q samples containing Nd3+

(0.01%,0.05%,0.1%,0.5%,1%) and Ni 2 + (0.1%,1%) were investigated in

the temperature range from 1.3 K to 300 K. In the undoped samples

the decay curve was exponential for x < 0.85. The decay time has a

constant value of about 2900 us for all these samples in the whole

temperature range. This decay time corresponds to the radiative

decay time of the DQ emission, because there is no energy migra-

tion in these samples and nonradiative losses can be neglected. For

higher EuJ concentrations at 1.3 K the decay time is smaller than

the radiative decay time and there is a slight deviation from

exponential behaviour. The decay shortens and the deviation from

exponentiallity increases on increasing the Eu and the dopant

concentrations, and on raising the temperature. An example of such

a decay curve is given in figure 9.
3+

In order to study the direct interaction between the EuJ ions

and the Nd^" and Ni 2 + ions in the pentaborate lattice, powders of

composition CJd0>95Eu0#04Nd0t01MgB5O10 and Gdo.95
EuO.05*^0.,99Ni0.01"

BCOIQ were studied. In these samples there can be no energy migra-

tion among the Eu ions, so that the -*DQ emission decay will

reflect this interaction. It turned out that this decay deviates

from a single exponential at all temperatures under study for both
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Fig. 9. Semilogarithmlc decay curve of the -*DQ -• F2 Eu emission

(\em = 610.36 nm) in Euo.999N<*o.001M8B50io» recorded at 112 K.
Solid line: fit to eq. (9)."

samples (see e.g. fig.10). We were not able to measure the decay of

the Nd-**" and Ni^+ emissions. TheBe ions emit in the infrared

outside the range of our photomultiplier.
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Fig. 10. Semi logarithmic decay curve of the DQ

emission (̂ em = 610.36 nm) in Gdo.QS^O.OA^Q
at 173 K. Solid line: fit to eq. (1) for s = 6.

7F F,,3+r 2 bu

, recorded

3.3. Particle size

The size of the EuMgB^O^Q powder particles was determined to

be 1 jxm on the average. This was done by scanning electron

microscopy (see fig.11).
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Fig. 11. Scanning Electron Micrograph of a EuMgBcO,Q sample^

4. Discussion

In the discussion we distinguish one-step transfer and multi-

step transfer (energy migration). In EuMgB^OjQ the regular Eu

ions are the donors, whereas non-regular Eu-"̂  ions, unknown defects

and built-in Nd^+ or Ni 2 + ions act as acceptors. The concentration-

dependent intensity measurements reveal energy migration in

EuMgB5O10 at 300 K. At 4.2 K this migration is nearly absent, but

energy transfer between regular and non-regular Eu ions occurs.

Likewise there is one-step transfer in GdQ^ggEug^Q^Ndg^Q^MgB^OjQ

between Eu""" and Nd^+ and in G d o ^ E u Q ^ M g o g g N i Q g ^ O j o between
i t

and at a l l temperatures
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4.1. One-step energy transfer

Although the Eu^1" sublattlce is not isotropic, we analysed the

one-step donor-acceptor transfer by using the Inokuti-Hirayama

formula [18]. If the critical distance for transfer exceeds the

distance between the one-dimensional chains, this is not too bad an

approximation. Then the decay of the donor luminescence in the

absence of backtransfer may be described by

N
Ioexp[- I -r(l - | ) - ^ ( i ) 3 / s ] , (l)

o o o

where the donor-acceptor interaction is of the multipolar type

(s=6,8,10,...), IQ the intensity at t=0, T Q the radiative decay

time of Eu3+ (2900 jis), Nfl the number of acceptor ions per unit

volume and NQ the critical number of acceptor ions given by

RS

RDA

and

N"1 - i * R3 . (3)
o J o

RQ is the critical distance for energy transfer, PDA the transfer

probability between donor and acceptor and RDA the distance between

them.

The decay of the Eu3+ 5D Q emission could be fitted to eq. (1)

for Gd0i95Eu0#04Nd0>01MgB5010 and Gd0i95Eu0#05Mg0p99Ni0>01B5O10 at

all temperatures between 1.3 K and 300 K for s equal to 6,8 and iO

(see for an example of such a fit fig. 10). For the Eu3+ -• Nd3+

transfer this analysis leads to RQ = 7.8 A at 1.3 K and RQ = 10.4 A

at 300 K, assuming dipole-dipole interaction (s=6). For a dipole-
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quadrupole interaction these values become 9.6 A and 12.5 A,

respectively. This is fairly consistent with the value of 10.5 A

which was derived by Nakazawa and Shionoya [19] at 300 K assuming

dipole-quadrupole interaction. For the Eu3+ + Ni 2 + transfer dipole-

dipole interaction leads to RQ = 9.5 A at 1.3 K and RQ = 10.9 A at

300 K, whereas for a dipole-quadrupole interaction these values

become 11.1 A and 12.8 A, respectively.

The nearest neighbour Eu3+ + Nd3* (R » 4.0 A) and Eu3+ + Ni2+

(R « 3.6 A) transfer probability can now be calculated. The results

are plotted in figure 12 as a function of temperature for s = 6.

The transfer probability increases in both cases with temperature.

The data in figure 12 could be fitted to

A + B e x p <-£_),

with A = 2.2 x 10* s"1, B - 1.6 x io5 s"1 and A - 117 cm"1 for

Nd3*, and A - 1.5 x 105 s"1, B - 1.8 x 105 s"1 and A = 61 cm""1 for

Ni2+. Since the energy level scheme of Nd3"1" in EuMgB5O1Q is not

known, we can only propose that other levels become also involved

in the transfer process due to thermal activation . The temperature

dependence in the case of Ni must be due to the temperature

dependent characteristics of the involved crystal-field transition

on the Ni2+ ion.

Since there is practically no energy migration in EuMgB^OjQ at

A.2 K, the behaviour of the regular ^DQ emission at this tempera-

ture will be determined by a one-step energy transfer process to

the Eu3* traps. Backtransfer from the traps does not occur at this

temperature, so that the decay curve of the regular emission should

fit to eq. (1). The best fit is obtained in case of a dipole-dipole

interaction (see fig. 8). Using the trap concentration of 5%, the

value for the critical transfer distance becomes ~6 A. In view of

all the approximations made, the inaccuracy in this value must be
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M0.95^*0.05^0.99Ni0.01B5°10 (RDA " 3"'6 A)» respectively. Solid
lines: fits to eq. (4).

considerable. In EuAlnB^O^ Ro ^ o r transfer from non-regular to

regular Eu**" ions has about the same value (3-5 A) [3].

If one assumes that there is only one kind of traps present

with the same radiative decay rate as the regular ions, the time

development of the trap emission after excitation into the regular

ion has the form

N
Ioexp(- (5)



for dipole-dipole interaction. Figure 8 shows the best fit of the

trap 2 decay to eq. (5). This fit yields a critical distance RQ of

about 7 A. Here we neglect the transfer from trap 1 to trap 2,

since trap 1 is also fed by the regular ions. In this way one

overestimates the trapping rate of trap 2. The two values for R

derived in this way agree satisfactorily.

4.2. Multistep energy transfer

Multistep energy transfer occurs in EuMgBcOjn down to very low

temperatures. At 4.2 K the transfer is negligibly small, but it

increases steadily with increasing temperature. Since the critical

transfer distances derived in the preceding paragraph are not too

different, the migrating energy, at low temperatures, will be

mainly captured by the acceptors which are present in the highest

concentration, i.e. the Eu^+ traps. At higher temperatures where

the Eu J T traps are not effective anymore, defects and built-in Nd

or Ni ions provide for the trapping.

The high critical concentration for concentration quenching

(fig. 6) indicates that the energy migration in EuMgB^O^Q occurs in

one dimension. Movaghar et al. [20] have treated one-dimensional

migration theoretically. Assuming excitation energy jumping between

donor sites on a linear chain, with a certain probability to decay

radiatively and a certain probability of encountering infinitely

deep and randomly distributed traps, the development of the donor

luminescence after a long time t has the form

~ e x P ( - ^ - - Ax*'
J t i / J ) , (6)

o

where x_ is the acceptor concentration and A is a constant depen-
a.

ding on the donor-donor transfer probability P according to
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(7)

Eq. (6) is a special case of the general relation [21]

I(t)~exP(-Ax
2/(d+2V/(d+2>), (8)

d being the dimensionality of the system. Eq. (8) holds in the long

time limit for systems where trapping is the only decay mechanism

for the migrating excitations. A comparison between the exact

result for the problem of energy migration in one-dimension and

other results using approximations like the first-passage-time

(FPT) formalism, applied to the Eu34" decay of EuMgB5O10 can be

found in ref. [22].

In order to investigate whether energy migration in EuMgBrOjg

satisfies the assumptions stated above, we doped it with Nd-*"1" or

Ni^+. These acceptors differ in the position where they trap the
•it

energy: inside or outside the EuJT chains, respectively. The decay

curves of EuQ^gNdQ^QjMgB^O^Q and EuM8o.99Ni0.01B5010 a t ^0 K a r e

given in figure 13. Initially the Ni^+ traps are more efficient

acceptors than the Nd traps. This is due to direct transfer, as

is confirmed by figure 12. After a long time, however, both decay

curves tend to become parallel. This means that the long time decay

is neither affected by the trapping rate nor by the position of the

traps. This behaviour has been found for all temperatures under

study for Eu0>999Nd0#001MgB5O10 and EuMg0>999Nio#001B5O10 and for

Eu0.99Nd0.01M8B5°10 a n d EuM80.99Ni0.01B5°10' T h e migrat*-0" occurs

to be the rate limiting step, in accordance with the assumptions of

eq. (6). The long time part of all the decay curves of doped and

undoped EuMgB^OjQ could be fitted to



I(t) = I Q exp(- i- - B t
o

1/3,
(9)

Figure 9 shows a representative example of a fit of eq. (9) to one

of the decay curves. The long-time part has been interpreted as the

part for which I(t) < 0.01 x IQ holds [23]. Thus the long-time

decay properties of the Eu-"" luminescence confirm that the energy

migration in EuMgB^O^Q is restricted to one dimension. The decrease

of the decay time and the deviation of the decay curve from a

single exponential as a function of dopant concentration follows

directly from eq. (6). It reflects the quenching effect of the

acceptors.
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Fig, 13. Semi logarithmic decay curves of the 5D Q +
 7F 2 Eu

3"4"
emission (\em = 610.36 nm) in ^o.gg^O.Ol^^ 0!© and

EuMgQB99Ni0>01B5O10, recorded at 20 K.
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The continuous increase of the amount of luminescence

quenching, and consequently of the fitting parameter B, with

increasing temperature, must be caused by a temperature dependence

of the donor-donor transfer probability P (see eqs. (6)-(9)). The

acceptor concentration is temperature independent, except for the

Eu traps. Their effective concentration decreases on raising the

temperature, due to thermal emptying, and will not lead to an

increase of B.

There are several possibilities for P to depend on tempera-

ture. Holstein ef al. give a survey of these possibilities in ref.

[24], Since we do not know the exact impurity concentration in

EuMgBcO,Q, we examined the temperature dependence of B , this

quantity being proportional to P. Figure 14 shows the experimental

values of BJ as a function of T together with the best fits

according to two formulae which seem to describe the situation in

EuMgB5010« The values of B^ for the Nd^+-doped EuMgB^OjQ powders

showed the same behaviour. Above 80 K the experimental data nearly

coincide with fit curve 1, which has the form

B3 = Cl exp (-f^), (10)

where c, = 2.9 x 104 s"1 and A = 229 cm"1. Fit curve 2, describing

the behaviour in the 1.3 K to 50 K region, reads

B3 = c2 T \ (11)

where c2 = 7.9
 x 10~^ s~* K~^ and c^ = 2.9. Eq. (11) holds also

when the temperature dependence of the Eu-"" trap population is

taken into account via x g = £ x±{ l-exp(- ̂ ) } , where x± is the

concentration of Eu3+ trap i and At the depth of trap i. The traps
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H g . 14. Temperature dependence of B3 (semilogarithmic), for
EuMgB5O1Q. Solid line 1: fit to eq. (10), solid line 2: fit to
eq. (11).

were assumed to have the same concentration, viz. 2.5 %. The fit

values C2 and c-j then become 4.2 x 10~4 s"1 K~^ and 3.0,

respectively.

The temperature dependence arises from the fact that small

variations occur in the energy levels of the Eu3 ions at different

positions in the Eu sublattice. As a result the emission lines

will be broadened inhomogeneously. The linewidth of the 5 D Q + 7FQ

transition is 4.5 an in the whole temperature range under consi-

deration. It is known that the homogeneous linewidth of this

transition is very narrow, due to a very weak coupling of the FQ

and -*DQ levels with the host lattice. At 4.2 K it was found to be
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much less than 1 era in different host lattices, increasing to a

few wavenuinbers at 300 K [25-30]. At low temperatures the inhomo-

geneous broadening exceeds the homogeneous linewidth considerably

and the migration will be hampered strongly. The energy mismatch

can be overcome by phonon assistance, which is a temperature-

dependent process. According to Holstein et al. [24] a T^ depen-

dence at low temperatures corresponds to a two-site nonresonant

two-phonon assistance: one phonon is absorbed at one Eu^+ site and

the other is emitted at the other Eu^+ site to compensate for the

energy mismatch between the two Eu-*+ ions between which the

transfer takes place. The T law is valid for temperatures low

compared to the Debye temperature and for small energy mismatch.

These assumptions seem to be fulfilled in EuMgBcOjQ for tempera-

tures below 50 K.

The constant C2 depends on the matrix element for the donor-

donor interaction, on the crystal density, on the difference in

ion-phonon coupling strength between the ground and excited state

of the Eu ions involved and the transverse velocity of sound. The

last two parameters cannot be evaluated, since no further data are

available on EuMgl^O^Q. An estimate of the donor-donor interaction

strength will be given below.

Since the width of the DQ •»• FQ transition does not increase

with temperature, it seems reasonable to apply the theory of

Holstein et al. also at higher temperatures. Eq. (10) describes a

one-site resonant two-phonon assisted process. The value for -A of

229 cra~* agrees well with the energy difference between the 'FQ

level and the lowest 7Fj Stark level, viz. 243 cm"1. In this

process the two phonons involved are resonant or nearly resonant

with this energy difference.

The best estimate we can make to determine the donor-donor

transfer probability P from the fit parameters B is by taking xfl =

0.005 + xNd34 in eq. (6), where 0.005 represents the concentration

of the unknown defects, (see 3.2.1.). In this way and using equa-

tions (6)-(9), we arrive at ~107 s"1 for the different undoped and
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Table II

EuJ -Eu-"^ nearest neighbour distance a and transfer probability P

in some concentrated Eu-"" systems at 300 K.

Compound

EuAl3B4O12

EuCPOj), glass

EuMgB5010

NaEuTiO4

EuOCl

Reference

[3]

[31]

this work

[4]

[6]

a (A)

5.9

-5.7

4.0

3.7

3.7

P (s

1.3

1.1

5.8

1.7

-1) *)

x 106

x 106

107

x 107

x 106

' The probabilities were calculated from the diffusion constant D

using P = nD/a , n being 6 for three-dimensional and 4 for two-
's I

dimensional EuJ sublattices.

Nd^+- doped samples of EuMgB^Ojg at 300 K. This value compares

favourably with values for P in other systems (table II).

If we call the transfer probability between Eu3+ ions in a

chain P-int-ra (
= P)» and that between Eû *" ions on neighbouring

chains Pinter» and the radiative decay rate Pra(j, it follows from

figure 6 that P l n t r a > Prad > Plnter. Since Prad = 345 s"
1, the

inequality is violated if the Eu^" - Eu^1" transfer occurs by

dipole-dipole interaction. For exchange interaction Pi n t e r becomes

10~6 x Pi n t r a = 10 s"
1 at 300 K, using the effective Bohr radius

mentioned above. The inequality holds now very well, in spite of

our inaccurate Pi n t r a value. This suggests strongly that the

transfer occurs by exchange interaction, a conclusion which was
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also arrived at in the case of Eu2Ti20y on completely different

arguments [32]. In NaEuTiO^ [4], Eu2O2SOA [5] and EuOCl [6] the

nature of the interaction mechanism could not be elucidated.

Although the Eu^-Eu34" distance (3.7 A) in these compounds is short

enough to allow exchange, multipolar interaction can also account

for the observed energy migration down to lowest temperatures,

because the FQ £ 5D« transition is very strong in these compounds.

In EuAl3B^O12 [3] the 7FQ *
 5D Q transition is strictly forbidden

and the Eu^-Eu3"1" distance (5.9 A) is too large to make exchange

interaction effective. In this compound the energy migrates via

thermal population of higher F levels by use of multipolar

interactions.

An approximate value for the strength of the exchange inter-

action can be found using the value obtained for c, in eq. (10) for

EuMgB^OjQ. Following the treatment of Holstein et al. [24] and

using eqs. (6)-(9), the constant Cj can be derived to be

, 2(AE )2J? 4r 27* V
c. = (J2+ " Z , ) —-j - . (12)

(AE r + sr MAE r 4r + sr2 MAE

where J and J« are the matrix elements for donor-donor interaction

involving the 7FQ level and the lowest 'F^ Stark level as- the

ground state for the energy transfer process, respectively, AE12 is

the energy mismatch due to the inhomogeneous broadening and F2 is

the width of the 7F, level reached by the resonant phonons.-As an

upper bound to AE,2 one-fifth of the inhoraogeneous linewidth of

4.5 cm"1 can be used [33], while T 2 can be taken from the spectral

data to be about 15 cm"1. Using xfl = 0.005 and assuming that the

matrix element J2 is not larger than J by orders of magnitude, this

results in a value of about T T*•* cm"1 for J. This is comparable to

the magnitude of exchange interaction found for other rare-earth
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ions (see e.g. ref. [34] ).

The energy migration in EuMgB^010 turned out to be the rate-

limiting process (see above). This implies that the nearest

neighbour donor-acceptor transfer probability must be larger than

10' s"1. At 300 K and assuming dipole-dipole interaction the

probability for the direct Eu3+ + Nd3+ and Eu3+ + Ni2+ transfer

was, however, found to be 1.0 * 10^ s~* and 2.8 * 10-* s""1, respec-

tively. Since the nearest neighbour Eu3+-Nd3+ and Eu3+-Ni2+

distances are 4.0 A and 3.6 A, respectively, exchange interaction

is also very likely to occur between the Eu ion and these

acceptors, thus leading to a trapping rate larger than 10 s~ .

This has practically no consequences for our analysis of the direct

EuJT •»• NdJT and EuJT + Ni'T transfer, because exchange Interaction

is only of importance between nearest neighbours. The considerably

wider range of multipolar interactions will, therefore, have the

strongest influence on the behaviour of the decay.

It should be pointed out that for acceptors located in the

chain the implication mentioned above is not a necessary one. The

excitation will get caged between two such acceptors in the chain.

Dlott et al. [35] have shown that the excitation gets trapped on

the first visit to the cage, due to an enhanced excitation-acceptor

interaction, even when the donor-acceptor transfer probability is

small.

Finally the mean free path Jl of the migrating excitation can

be calculated using

This yields a mean free path of about 700 A for EuMgB5010 at 300 K.

Consequently the particle size of 1 \im puts no severe restriction

upon the energy migration.
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5. Concluding remarks

In EuMgB^OjQ both one-step energy transfer and multi-step

energy transfer (energy migration) occur in the Eu3+ system.

Measurements of the Eu concentration dependence of the emission

Intensity and of the transient behaviour of the Eu34" luminescence

showed, that at 4.2 K the dominating process Is a direct transfer

of excitation energy from EU3"1" ions at regular crystallographic

sites to two different types of E u ^ ions at non-regular crystal-

lographic sites, probably at Mg2+ sites and neighbouring Eu3+

sites.

Energy migration occurs in the whole temperature range from

1.3 K to 300 K in EuMgB5O10. The transfer probability P between the

regular Eu-"" ions for this multi-step process increases with

increasing temperature. This leads to a domination of the migration

over the one-step process at temperatures higher than 4.2 K. Due to

the thermalisation of the non-regular EuJT Ions, Intrinsic and

built-in defects as Nd3+ or Ni2+ act as traps for the migrating

energy at higher temperatures. Doping with NdJ and Ni^ allowed to

estimate the amount of intrinsic defects (0.5%) and showed that the

migration itself and not the trapping of the migrating energy is

the rate-limiting factor. In order to get insight Into the direct

Eu3+ •* Nd3+ and Eu3+ + Ni2+ transfer, samples were examined

containing 4% Eu3+ and 1% Nd3+ and 5% Eu3+ and 1% Ni2+, respective-

ly, so that no energy migration could occur In the Eu3 system.

This showed that both transfer probabilities increase with

temperature.

The Eu3+ concentration dependence of the emission intensity

and the analysis of the Eu3 luminescence decay In undoped and

doped samples of EuMgB^OjQ proved the energy migration to be one-

dimensional. The energy transfer between the Eu3+ Ions occurs via

exchange interaction, with a probability in the chain of about

107 s-1 and between the chains of 10 s"1 at 300 K. Below 50 K the
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energy migration takes place via a two-site nonresonant two-phonon

assisted process, whereas at higher temperatures the migration is

enhanced by a one-site resonant two-phonon assisted process.
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CHAPTER I I I

LUMINESCENCE AND ENERGY MIGRATION IN A

QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL T b 3 + COMPOUND: TbMgB5O10

A b s t r a c t

Energy transfer processes in undoped TbMgB^O^Q and in

doped with EuJT or Mn A T have been evaluated. This host

lattice contains linear Tb chains. Energy migration over the Tb

sublattlce to defects of an unknown nature and to the intentionally

added impurities occurs at all temperatures between 1.3 and 300 K.

The energy migration is shown to be quasi-one-dimensional. Below

100 K the energy migration is enhanced by phonon assistance,

whereas it is slowed down at higher temperatures due to a decrease
3+of the spectral overlap between neighbouring Tb ions.
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1. Introduction

In the course of our investigations on energy migration in

concentrated rare-earth compounds, we recently reported on one-

dimensional energy migration in EuMgB5O10 [1]. In this compound the

Eu3"1" ions form linear zig-zag chains, with a Eu^-Eu3"*" intrachain

separation of 4 A and a EuJ -EuJ interchain separation of 6 A. The

energy migration is restricted to the chains, because the Inter-
's i

action between the EuJ ions is of the exchange type, which is a

short-range interaction.

In this chapter we report on investigations on energy migra-

tion in TbMgl^OjQ. This compound has the same crystal structure as

EuMgB^O^Q, thus presenting itself as another suitable system for

energy migration in one dimension. The analysis of quantum

efficiency measurements on Laj_xTbxMgB5OjQ (0 < x < 1) confirmed

this idea using statistical arguments [2]. In contrast to EuMgB^OjQ

one expects that in TbMgBcO^Q there will also be a certain contri-

bution of electric dipole-dipole interaction between the Tb"^ ions,

since the 7F & *
 5D^ electric dipole transitions of Tb have a

higher oscillator strength than the strongly forbidden 7 F Q * DQ

e.d. transition of the EuJ ion.

The investigations were carried out by using the same tech-

niques as described in ref. [1]. The Gd3+ ion was used to dilute

the Tb3"1" system. Eu3+ and Mn2+, substituting on the Tb3+ and Mg2+

sites, respectively, were introduced as acceptors for the excita-

tion energy of the Tb3+ ions, in view of their energy level

diagram. Samples of composition
Tb0.05M

and Tb3+-Mn2+ interaction.

Gd0.95Tb0.05M80.99Mn0.01B5°10 w e r e PrePared t o study the Tb +-Eu 3 +
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2. Experimental

All measurements were performed on powder samples. The prepa-

ration of the samples was described in ref. [3], The description of

the experimental set-up is given in ref. [1], The measurements were

performed in the temperature range from 1.3 K to 300 K.

3. Results

3.1. Spectral properties

The excitation spectrum of the emission of the Tb ions in

Gdj_xTbxMgB50jQ consists of a broad band with a maximum at about

240 nm, corresponding to a transition between the 4f8 and 4f^5d

configurations of the Tb3"1" ion, and a series of sharp lines in the

region 240 nm to 500 nm. The lines belong to transitions between
o

the energy levels of the 4f° configuration.

For x < 1 sharp lines appear around 275 nm and 310 nm>- They

correspond to the 8S + 6I and 8S •* 6P transitions of Cd3*,

respectively. The Gd ion transfers its energy to Tb , just as

was found for the couple Gd^-Eu3"1" in Gdj^Eu^gB^OjQ [1].

The emission spectrum of TbMgB^O^Q at 4.2 K is given in fig.I.

The emission occurs from the D^ state. No emission from the- D-j

state could be observed, not even for a Tb concentration of x =

0.01. Vibrations with energies up to 1400 cm enable an efficient

multiphonon relaxation from Dg to D̂  [1,41. Figure 2 shows the

emission spectrum of GdOs99Tbo>oi
MBB5olO a t ^"2 K l n t h e r e 8 i o n o f

the ^D^ •* F̂  transition. Since it is identical to the spectrum

recorded at 1.3 K, we conclude that the emission is from the lowest

crystal-field level of the 5D^ state. The number of lines (11) is

in accordance with the site symmetry of the Tb°^ ion, viz. Cp In

the 5D^ •*• 7F 5 spectrum of TbMgB5O10 at 4.2 K a weak additional line
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Fig. 1. Emission spectrum of TbMgB5010, recorded at 4.2 K (\exc
364.8 nra).

occurs at 541.96 nm, next to the intense 541.48 nm emission- line

(see fig. 3b); the additional line is not present in the spectrum

of GdQ ggTbg oi
M8B5°lO* Xt b e l o n 8 s t 0 a Tt|3+ i o n o n a non-regular

crystallographic site, for instance a rare-earth site with a

disturbed surroundings or a Mg site. Such non-regular types of

ions are often encountered in Tb compounds [4,5]. The excitation

spectrum of the non-regular emission line in the Fg + D̂  region

is given in figure 3c. In addition to the regular excitation
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Fig. 2. Emission spectrum of Gdo.99T^0.01MgB5010 in the D4 * F5
spectral region, recorded at 4.2 K (Xexc = 485.96 nm).
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Fig. 3. Excitation and emission spectra in the F, •»• D̂  and D^ +
F^ spectral region, respectively,of TbMgB^O^Q, recorded at 4.2 K:
(a) regular (\em = 541.48 nm), (b) regular (\exc = 485.96 nm), (c)
non-regular (\em = 541.96 nm), (d) non-regular (*-exc = 486.27 nm).
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spectrum (fig. 3a), a weak non-regular line occurs at 486.27 nm.

Excitation into this line results in the spectrum given in figure

3d. It shows that the non-regular 5D^ •* 7F 5 emission (indicated by

the arrows) differs strongly from the regular emission. Because of

the large overlap of non-regular lines with the regular lines, it

was impossible to examine whether the presence of the non-regular

line in the regular spectrum 3b is due to energy transfer from

regular to non-regular Tb 3 + ions, as was the case in EuMgB5O10 [1].

Only the energy difference between the lowest 5D^ crystal-field

levels of the regular and non-regular Tb^" ions could be derived

from these spectra. This difference amounts to about 20 cm"1.

E
(cm'1)

/20747
ttO746
=£20721
-20708
=^20683N20658
- 20578

668

500
467
423
346
•305

.201
190

•88

•0

Fig. 4. Energy level diagram of the Tb 3 + ion in TbMgB5O1Q. Only
the F and D^ crystal-field components are shown. See also text.the and
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In figure 4 the energy levels of the 5D^ and 7F & states of the

regular TbJ ion in TbMgB5O10 are given. For a site symmetry Cx one

expects 9 levels for the D^ state and 13 for the F*- state,

instead of the numbers 7 and 10 shown in figure 4. This is probably

due to an accidental overlap of lines in the spectra. This is

sustained by the fact, that some lines are broader than others. The

energy levels in figure 4 will be used for the explanation of the

temperature dependence of the energy migration.

The linewidth of the transition from the lowest 5D^ level to

the lowest 7Fg level in TbMgB5Olo increases from 6.3 cm"
1 at 4.2 K

to 20 cm ~1 at 300 K.

3.2. Energy transfer

3.2.1. Concentration and temperature dependence of the luminescence

Figure 5 shows the integrated Tb-"" emission (̂ D̂  -*• 7Fg_-j)

of compositions Gd^_xTbxMgB5O^Q as a function of x (0 < x < 1) and

of Tbj.yEUyMgBjO^ and TbMg1_yMnyB5O10 (y = 0.1%, 1%) at 300 K.

Excitation was into higher-lying Tb^+ levels. Similarly to what was

found for Gdj^EUjjMgB^O^g [1], the intensity depends linearly on

the Tb^+ concentration x up to high values of x. At x = 0.9 a

deviation from the linear curve occurs, indicating energy migration

to killer sites resulting in concentration quenching. The addition

of Eu or Mn as acceptor results in an enhanced quenching. For

temperatures below 300 K the curve has the same form, differing

only in the amount of integrated intensity in the TbMgBî Ô Q sample:

it has its maximum value at 300 K, indicating that the energy

migration is slowest at that temperature. The lowest amount of

intensity was found for temperatures around 100 K, suggesting that

the energy migrates with the highest rate in that region.

The very high critical concentration for concentration

quenching in Gd1_xTbxMgB5O10 points to a restriction of the energy
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Fig. 5. Concentration dependence of the integrated Tb3"1" emission
intensity in Gdi_xTbxMgB5O10 and TbMgB5O10 : Eu3+, Mn2+ at 300 K
(\exc = 364.8 nm).

migration to the linear Tb chains. The same result was obtained

for Gdi_xEuxMgB5OiQ, where the critical concentration was about 85%

[1]. The quenching effect in the TbMgB^Olo powder is caused by some

defect, the nature of which is difficult to establish.

3.2.2. Time dependence of the luminescence measurements

Eu-"̂  and Mn act as acceptors for the excitation energy of

the Tb ions. This could be verified by time-resolved spectroscopy

(TRS). Figure 6 shows emission spectra recorded at different times

after the excitation pulse at 4.2 K. The excitation took place into

crystal-field level in TbQ^ggg E U Q > 0 O I
M 8 B 5 0 1 0 "the lowest Tb3*
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Fig, 6. Time dependence of the emission spectrum in the D^ •> F̂

spectral region after excitation in the Tb3+ ions (̂ exc = 485.96

nra) in Tb0>999Eu0#001MgB5O10 at 4.2 K. The Eu3* peaks are shaded,

the Tb3+ peaks are open. The time indicated is the time after the

excitation pulse.
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At 5 |as after the pulse only Tb emission occurs. The

intensity of this emission decreases in time at the expense of the

Eu 3 D Q emission (shaded). A similar picture was found for

emission lines in figure 6 belong to

n from our study on EuMgB^O^Q

is in the red spectral region

. The three

the DQ •+• F̂  transition and are known from our study on

[1]. The Mn2+ emission in TbMgB5Oi

[3]. It corresponds to the *Tj -»• °A1 transition. At 4.2 Y. it

consists of a strong zero-phonon line at 609.28 nm and a phonon

side band of halfwidth 1600 cm . The high-energy side of this band

consists of distinguishable peaks. From these the phonon energy

involved can be derived to be 80 cm" . Since the maximum of the

band lies at 631 nm, the Hyang-Rhys-parameter is 7.

****>•*+

5000 10000
TIME Ins)

15000 20000

3+Fig. 7. Semilogarithmic decay curves after excitation in the Tb
ions (\exc = 485.96 nm), (1) of the Mn 2 + emission in

TbM80.999Mn0.001B5°10 (Xem = 6 0 9' 2 8 n m ) a n d ( 2 ) of t h e E" 3 +

emission in *Tb0p999Eu0t001MgB5O10 (̂ em
 = 6 1 0- 3 6 nm>» recorded at

4.2 K.
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In figure 7 the decay curves of the Eu3+ and Mn2+ emission

after excitation into Tb3"*" at 4.2 K are given. Initially there is a

build-up due to the transfer of excitation energy from Tb~+ to Eu

or Mn2+. The transfer to Mn2+ is faster than to Eu3+. After long

times the curves become exponential, corresponding to a purely

radiative decay. The decay time for Eu3+ is 3 ms, equal to the
2+

value found in Gdji^EUjjMgBgC^Q. For Mn the radiative decay time

is 13 ins. This high value is a consequence of the fact that Mn

occupies an octahedral site, leading to spin- and parity-forbidden

transitions.

The decay characteristics of the D̂  emission of the Tb ions

in the Gdj_xTbxMgB5OjQ system and in the TbMgBjjOjQ samples contai-

ning Eu3+ (0.1%, 1%) and Mn2+(0.1%, 1%) were investigated in the

temperature range from 1.3 K to 300 K. In Gd1_xTbxMgB^O1Q there is

exponential decay at all temperatures for x < 0.9. The decay time

varies from 3.1 ras at 1.3 K to 2.9 ms at 300 K. The decrease is

ascribed to the thermal population of higher D̂  crystal-field

levels with higher transition probabilities. The decay time cor-

responds to the radiative decay time of the D* emission, since

there is no energy migration in these samples and nonradiative

losses can be neglected. For compositions with x > 0.9 and the

doped TbMgB^O^Q samples the decay is no longer exponential in the

temperature range under consideration. Examples of such decay

curves are given in figure 8. In order to illustrate how these

curves depend on temperature and activator, we have tabulated in

table I decay times, defined as the time after which the intensity

has reached the value Io/e, IQ being the intensity at t = 0, for

some samples at different temperatures. It is clear that the

behaviour of the decay time is analogous to the behaviour of the

integrated intensity as described above.

In order to investigate the direct Tb3+-Eu3+ and Tb^-Mn2"4"

interaction, powders of composition Gdg^g^TbQ.O4EUO
3+Gd0.95Tb0.05M80.99Mn0.01B5°10 w e r e used. It appeared that the Tb

decay curves of these samples are identical to the decay curves of
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5000 10000
TIME (lis)

15000 20000

Fig. 8.
emission

Semilogarithmic decay curves of the
(\

em
541.48 nm) in (1)

Tb0.999Eu0.00lM8B5°10 a n d

4.2 K. Solid lines: f i t to eq.(2).

5D 4 • 7F 5 Tb
3+

TbMgB5O10," (2)

Dm. recorded at

•IJ.

undoped samples with 1% Tb , at all temperatures. They merely

present the radiative decay of the Tb ions. There is, however,

energy transfer from Tb to Eu3+ or Mn2+ in these samples, because

excitation into the Tb34" ions results in Eu3+ or Mn2+ emission.

This implies that the rate for direct transfer must be faster than

105 s~ , since the maximum resolution of the multi-channel analyser

used is 10 (is, and that the Tb3+-Eu3+ and Tb3+-Mn2+ interaction has

a short-range character, viz. exchange.
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Table I

Decay time of the Tb^+ emission (T) at different temperatures

(T) for TbMgB5O10: yA (\exc = 485.96 nm)

A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Eu3*

Eu3+

Mn2+

Mn2+

iff / i
J \ *

0

0

0

0

. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.1

1.0

0.1

1.0

T(K)

300

250

200

160

120

100

80

60

40

20

1.3

4.2

4.2

4.2

4.2

t* (ms)

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.6

1.3

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.8

2.0

1.1

0.7

0.2

<0.1

* The decay curves are not exponential; i gives the 1/e value

(see text).
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4. Discussion

As was discussed above, the high critical concentration for

concentration quenching (fig. 5) is an indication that the excita-
•34.

tion energy migrates in TbMgB5OiQ in the Tb chains. Movaghar et

al. [6] have derived an exact solution for this problem of energy

migration on a linear chain, in which a certain amount of infinite-

ly-deep acceptors are distributed at random. They arrived at

exp(- ~- - Ax*/3t1/3) (1)
T* a
o

for the time dependence of the donor luminescence intensity I after

a long time t. xQ is the radiative decay time, xa is the acceptor

concentration and A is a constant depending on the donor-donor

transfer probability P. The assumption of infinitely-deep acceptors

implies that the donor luminescence (in this case Tb ) is not

affected by the nature or the location (inside or outside the

chain) of the acceptors (Eu , Mn and defects of unknown nature).

It should depend only on the concentration of the acceptors. This

is not the case in TbMgB^O^g, as can be seen from figures 5 and 8:

both the amount of concentration quenching and the shape of the
•5-1.

decay curve depend on nature and location of the acceptors (Eu

inside the chain, Mn 2 + outside the chain). This is in contrast to

the situation in EuMgB5O10, where the Eu3+ luminescence depends

only on the concentration of acceptors (Nd , Ni^+ and defects of

unknown nature) [1], The Eu^+ decay in EuMgB^O1Q could be fitted

very well to eq.(l). In TbMgB5Olo it appeared to be impossible to

fit the Tb decay curves to this equation in a satisfactory way.

Another possible way to describe energy migration in this

compound follows from the fact that the dipole-dipole interaction

between Tb̂ *" ions will be stronger than between Eu-"" ions. In

the one-dimensional character of the migration is brought
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about by the short-range exchange interaction between the Eu^+ ions

[1]. In the case of TbMgB5O10 it cannot be excluded, however, that

the long-range dipolar interaction will lead to a noticeable

contribution of the interchain migration to the total migration

process, because the Tb -Tb separation on neighbouring chains

(6 A) is small enough to allow dipolar interaction. This so-called

quasi-one-diraensional energy migration has been treated by Wieting

et al. [7].

McPherson et al. have found quasi-one-dimensional energy

migration in a linear chain manganese salt, viz. CsMnB^ [8], in

the temperature region between 77 K and 110 K. Quasi-one-dimension-

al energy migration is also assumed to occur in LigGd(803)3 at ^ow

temperatures [9]. Energy migration in a molecular system has been

investigated in detail by Dlott et al. [10]. They found quasi-one-

dimensional migration in 1,2,4,5- tetrachlorobenzene (TCB) crystals

at 1.35 K. In this system the site-to-site stepping probability

along the linear chains is very high (1011 - 1012 s" 1). Neverthe-

less a three-dimensional migration between the chains occurs, due

to the presence of scattering impurities in the chains. These block

the one-dimensional motion and confine the migrating excitation for

a relatively long time to a so-called cage between two scattering

impurities, giving the excitation an enhanced opportunity to jump

from a cage on one chain to a cage on a neighbouring chain.

If there is a small component of three-dimensional interchain

motion, the time development of the donor luminescence takes the

form

I(t) = IQexp[- (x'V k3)t - kjt*]. (2)

kj en ko refer to the ID and 3D component of the migration, respec-

tively. At all temperatures the Tb3* decay curves of TbMgB5Olo can

be accurately fit to eq. (2). An example of such a fit curve is
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given in fig. 8. This figure shows also an example of fits to Tb3"1"

decay curves in Eu3+- and Mn -doped TbMgB5010. For times shorter

than about 3 ms these theoretical fits do not agree with the expe-

rimental decay curves. Obviously the discrepancy is due to the

Tb3+-Eu3+ and Tb3+-Mn2+ interaction, since the decay of Tb3"1" in the

undoped sample is fully described by eq. (2). Probably this is due

to the fact that the Tb3+-Eu3+/Mn2+ transfer is slower than the

transfer from Tb-^ to the unknown defects. If the former has the

same order of magnitude as the Tb -Tb3 transfer in the chains,

the short time section of the decay curve will not only reflect the

one-dimensional migration process, but also the trapping process.

In Tb3Al5012 Van der Ziel et al. [11] found a Tb^-Tb3"1"

transfer probability of 2 x 105 s"1 at 4.2 K. Since the nearest-

neighbour Tb separation in that compound is 4.3 A, compared to

4 A in TbMgBrOiQ (in the Tb chains), it is reasonable to assume

that the intrachain Tb^-Tb3* transfer probability in the latter

will be of the order of 106 s"1 at 4.2 K. Together with what was

found In section 3.2.2., this leads to the conclusion that the

Tb3+-Eu3+/Mn2+ transfer probability lies between 105 s"1 and

10* s"1.

Assuming that the one-dimensional component of the migration

in the undoped TbMgBcO,Q Is not severly affected by the process of

energy transfer to the unknown defects, we can estimate their

concentration by using the following relationship for kj which is

derived in the first-passage-time approach (FPT) [12]

(3)

where P is the donor-donor transfer probability. The fitted curve 1

in figure 8 corresponds to kj equal to 15 s~K Taking P as 106 s"1,

the concentration of unknown defects becomes 0.7 %, which is

comparable to what was found for EuMgB^O^Q, viz. 0.5 % [1].
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In order to avoid interference of the migration process with

the trapping process, the analysis of the temperature dependence of

the migration was based on the behaviour of the three-dimensional

time constant kg in the undoped TbMgB^O^Q sample. The three-

dimensional motion is slow compared to the one-dimensional. By

solving a three-dimensional diffusion equation which contains a

dipolar donor-acceptor interaction term, an expression for k-j has

been found. It is given by [13]

8.5 N C 1 / 4D 3 / 4, (4)
3.

where N is the number of acceptor ions per unit volume, C is the
a.

donor-acceptor interaction parameter and D is the diffusion

constant, related to the donor-donor transfer probability P by

6D
2 (5)

a being the distance between nearest neighbours, i.e. the jump

distance. In figure 9, k^' (proportional to P) is plotted versus

temperature.

At low temperatures the inhomogeneous linewidth, representing

small variations in the energy levels of the Tb3"*" ions due to

random strains and defects, will exceed the homogeneous linewidth.

This leads to nonresonant energy transfer between the Tb ions,

which will hamper the energy migration. This can be overcome by

phonon assistance. The different possible mechanisms of phonon-

assisted energy transfer and their characteristic temperature

dependences are given by Holstein et al. [14], Using the theory

developped by these authors, the best fit to the temperature de-

pendence of k̂ j' at low temperatures is given by the solid line in
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Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of kV (crosses) and Av"1

(circles) for TbMgB5O10» Solid line: fit to eq.(6).

figure 9. It has the form

nCA^ AE ) + 1 n(A

n(Ao) n(A2)

A2,

where Ai (A2) is the energy difference between the two lowest F^

(5DA) levels, viz. 88 cm"1 (80 cm"1) (see fig. A), AE12 is the
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energy mismatch due to the inhomogeneous broadening, for which one-

fifth of the inhomogeneous linewidth of 6.3 cm"' can be taken as an

upper bound [15], and n is the Bose population factor. The fitpara-

meters Cj and C2 occurred to be 170 s~*'* and 7.4 * leP s~^'^,

respectively. The temperature independent part c, is probably due

to a direct one-phonon assisted process, which is only slightly

dependent on temperature in this region. The other part stands for

a one-site resonant two-phonon assisted process, where the energy
•V.

mismatch between neighbouring Tb ions is overcome by two phonons

which are in resonance with the energy difference between the two

lowest Fg levels or with the energy difference between the two

lowest ^D^ levels. Eq. (6) was obtained using the fact that all

occurring transitions between these four levels have a comparable

oscillator strength and that the transition from the second ^D/

level to the first Fg level has about the same linewidth as the

transition from the sscond 'Fg level to the first ^D/ level, viz.

8 cm . In that case C2 is given by [14]

2(AE ) 2 2J2r a2(8.5N C 1 / 4 ) 4 / 3

f)
(AE )Z+ 8r MAE T

where J is the matrix element for the dipolar interaction between

the Tb"̂ 1" ions and T2 is the width of the intermediate level in-

volved in the ion-phonon interaction. The last factor in eq. (7)

stems from the relationship between k^ and P given by eqs. (4) and

(5). Equation (7) will be used below to determine a value for J.

At temperatures above 100 K the energy migration becomes

slower with increasing temperature. Such a behaviour was also found

in TbA^B^O^ [M • There it was explained in terms of the spectral

overlap as following from the theory of Forster [16] and Dexter

[17], which assumes the transfer between neighbouring Tb3 ions to
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be resonant. By approximating the overlap integral for resonant

transfer between similar ions by the inverse linewidth, the overlap

integral and consequently the donor-donor transfer probability will

decrease when the homogeneous linewidth increases. That this

happens in TbMgB5O1Q is illustrated in figure 9, where also the

inverse linewidth Av"1 of the 5D^ + Fg transition at 485.96 nm is

plotted as a function of temperature. For temperatures higher than

160 K, it fairly describes the behaviour of ky . So the decrease

of the energy migration rate is a consequence of the fact that the

homogeneous linewidth increases to values much greater than the

inhomogeneous linewidth, leading to resonant energy transfer

between the T b ^ ions.

An estimate of the transfer probability between neighbouring
•VJ.

Tb ions on different chains can be made by taking the value of

10 cm s for the donor-acceptor interaction parameter C which
1 9 — "\was found for T b A ^ B ^ O ^ tM . For Nfl = 5 * 10
1 7 cm J (corresponding

with x = 0.7 %) and a = 6 A, the interchain transfer probability
3.

Pinter Decomes at)OUt 10 s at 300 K, using eqs. (4,5) and the

experimental value of kj = 90 s . These values can also be used to

estimate the dipolar ineraction strength between the Tb 3* ions from

eq. (7), taking Fo as 8 cm"* from the spectral data. This results

in a value for J of about 10 c m , which is of the same order of

magnitude as the dipolar interaction strength between other rare-

earth ions ( see for example ref. [15]). The interaction strength J

can also be determined using the fact that the energy transfer is

resonant at 300 K. For resonant donor-donor transfer, J can be

expressed by [18]

j - fl^V/ 2 (8)

where c is the velocity of light. For P = 103 s"1 and Av = 20 cm l

at 300 K this results in J = 2 x 10~4 s"1, which is in good agree-
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ment with the value obtained from eq. (7).

The mean free path Jl of the migrating excitation can be

calculated using

Jl = aCP-O172. (9)

If we take the estimated value of P = 10° s~* for the transfer

probability between the TbJ ions in the chain, this yields a mean

free path of about 300 A. Since the preparation method of TbMgBrOin

is identical to that of EuMgB^O^Q, we assume that the particle size

in the TbMgB^O^Q powder is the same as determined for EuMgBrOin

[1], viz. 1 |im. So the energy migration in TbMgB5O1Q will not be

hindered by the particle size.

5. Conclusions

There is quasi-one-dimensional energy migration in

at all temperatures. The rate of migration increases with tempera-

ture in the region 4.2 K to 100 K because of phonon assistance.

Above 100 K it decreases due to the increase of the homogeneous

linewidth. The energy migrates to defects of an unknown nature and

to intentionally added acceptors (Eu3*, Mn 2 +). The Tb3+-Eu3+/Mn2+

interaction is of the exchange type and has a transfer probability

of about 105 s"1 to 106 s"1. The transfer probability to the

unknown defects is larger.

Although the migration has a three-dimensional component of

dipolar nature, the luminescence behaviour is dominated by the

migration in the chains. The probability of the one-dimensional

migration is about 10 times larger than that of the three-

dimensional migration (P i n t r a at 300 K is about equal to Plntra at

4.2 K (see table I)) . This justifies the conclusion that the

interaction between the Tb3+ ions in the chains occurs by exchange.
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Finally it is interesting to compare the differences in the

behaviour of the energy migration in LnMgB^OjQ for the three

lanthanide ions Eu , Gd3+ and Tb . Whether energy migration in a

system of linear chains is one-dimensional on one hand or quasi-

one-dimensional or three-dimensional on the other hand depends on

the validity of the inequality

Pintra > Prad > Pinter • <10>

where the indices refer to intrachain, radiative and interchain

transfer, respectively. The values of these probabilities in

EuMgB5O10, GdMgB5O10 and TbMgB5O10 are listed in table II. In

EuMgB5O^Q P^nter *s s m a H e r than Pracj« *
n that system the decay

characteristics as well as the luminescence behaviour point to one-

dimensional migration indeed [1]. In TbMgBcO^Q where P*nter and

Pra(j are of the same order of magnitude, quasi-one-dimensional

migration was found. In the case of GdMgB^OiQ, a study of the

system La1_xGdxMgB5OjQ: Tb shows the migration to be three-

dimensional [19], which is in agreement with Pi n t e r being larger

than Pra(j. These differences are a consequence of the different

long-range interaction strenghts of the different lanthanide ions.

Table II

Intrachain, radiative and interchain transfer probabilities

for different lanthanide ions in LnMgB5010 at 300 K

Ln

Eu3+

Gd3+

Tb3+

[1]

[19]

[this work]

Pintra

10?

107

106

Prad

345

103

345

Pinter

10

~105

103
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CHAPTER IV

ENERGY MIGRATION IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL Eu3* COMPOUND:

Li 6 Eu(BO 3 ) 3

A b s t r a c t

3+Analysls of the luminescence properties of Eu in LigEu( 803)3

shows, that the energy migration which occurs over the Eu

sublat t ice down to low temperatures, is one-dimensional. The

temperature dependence of the migration points to a two-site

nonresonant two-phonon assisted process. I t occurs by exchange

interact ion.
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1. Introduction

Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been

performed on the migration of optical excitations in one-

dimensional systems (see e.g. refs. [1,2] and references therein).

The experimental work was mostly focussed on molecular crystals and
2+Mn compounds. In our laboratory the attention was directed to an

inorganic solid with a one-dimensional rare-earth sublattice, viz.

LnMgBcOjQ, and the energy migration processes in the Gd [3], Eu

[4] and Tb [5] compounds were studied. It appeared that the

energy migration is one-dimensional in EuMgBcOjQ, quasi-one-

dlraensional in TbMgB5O^Q and three-dimensional in GdMgB^OjQ.

Garapon et al. investigated the energy migration in the Gd3+

compound of another borate with a one-dimensional sublattice, viz.

LigLn(BO3)3 [6]. They found indirect evidence for one-dimensional

migration, changing into three-dimensional below 40 K. Our previous

work showed, that the dimensionality of the sublattice is more

pronouncedly reflected In the Eu compound than in the Gd

compound. One expects this finding also to apply to Li^Ln(803)3,

since the 4f electrons Involved in the energy transfer processes

are well shielded from the crystalline environment by the 5s and 5p

electrons, and since the energy transfer distances in LigLn(B03)3

are similar to those in LnMgBcO^Q (3.9 A inside the Ln chain and

6.7 A between the Ln3"*" chains for the former, compared to 4.0 A and

6.0 A, respectively, for the latter). To Investigate this we

performed luminescence measurements on powder samples of undoped

Li6Eu(BO3)3, of Li6(Gd,Eu)(BO3)3 where the Eu3+ sublattlce is

diluted with Gd3+ which acts as a scattering impurity for the Eu3+

excitations, and of Li6Eu(BO3)3 doped with Nd3+ which is an

acceptor of the Eu excitation.
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2. Experimental

The powder samples of Li6Gdl-xEux^BO3^3 (0 < x < 1) were

prepared by firing an intimate mixture of Gd2O3 (Highways,

99.999%), Eu2O3 (Highways, 99.99%), Li2CO3 (excess amount, Merck,

p.a. grade) and Ĥ BO-j (excess amount, Merck, p.a. grade) at 750°C

in air during several hours. For the incorporation of small amounts

of Nd3+ (varying from 0.01% to 0.3%) into Li6Eu(BO3)3, the Eu2O3

and Nd2O3 (Highways, 99.999%) were dissolved in nitric acid (Merck,

p.a. grade). After addition of the correct amount of Nd3+ solution

to the Eu solution, it was evaporated till dryness. Both ways of

preparation led to the same crystallographic results, as was

checked by X-ray powder diffraction.

The experimental set-up has been described in refs. [4,7].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Spectral properties

For the analysis of the energy transfer processes in a

compound, it is necessary to know its luminescence properties.

Figure 1 shows the emission spectrum at 4.2 K of LigEu(BO3)3 after

excitation into the 5L & levels. The positions of the
 5D Q •*

 7 F Q J

transitions are given in table I. The number of lines agrees with

the site symmetry of the Eu-1^ ion in Li^Eu(BO3)3, viz. Cj. The

emission occurs from the Dg level only, due to efficient multi-

phonon relaxation from the higher ^D levels to the DQ level.

Vibronic sidebands in the excitation spectrum reveal that vibra-

tions with energies up to 1300 cm (asymmetric B03 stretching) are

present in this compound.
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F i g , 1 . Emission spectrum of Li^Eu( 1*03)3, r eco rded a t 4.2 K
( k e x c - 395 nm).
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Table I

Positions of the 5D Q ->•
 7F Q l transitions in Li6Eu(BO3)3

transition \(nm) ECcnT1)

5D Q *
 7F 0 580.11 17238

5D Q +
 7FL 588.82 16983

593.58 16847

594.95 16808

Upon site-selective excitation a whole series of weak emission

peaks different from those in figure 1 is found. These peaks belong

to Eu ions on non-regular crystallographic sites, a commonly

observed phenomenon in Eu-3^ compounds [4,7], At least two types of

non-regular ions can be distinguished in LigEu(803)3. The excita-

tion spectra of these ions show, that there is energy transfer at

4.2 K from the regular Eu ions to the non-regular EuJ ions,

which thus act as traps for the excitation energy. The trap depths

of the two most prominent non-regular ions can be determined from

the position of the ^DQ + FQ transition to be 3 and 8 era .

Garapon et al« [6] found ten types of non-regular Gd ions in a

LicGd( 803)3 cry8tal» with trap depths up to 86 cm" . Due to -this

large depth these non-regular ions play an important role in the

energy migration process in LigGd(803)3. The role of the non-

regular Eu ions in LigEu(803)3 will be dealt with below.

Another feature of interest for the analysis of the energy

migration is the dependence of the integrated (5DQ -> FQ-A^ E U

emission intensity as a function of the Eu concentration x in

Li6Gd1_xEux(BO3)3. This is given in figure 2. At 300 K concentra-

tion quenching occurs above x = 0.85, which indicates that above
3+

this concentration the excitation energy can migrate over the Eu
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sublattice to quenching sites [4,7]. Figure 2 contains also the

results for samples of composition LigEuj_yNdy(803)3 CO.01% < y <

0.3%). The enhanced quenching effect of the dopant illustrates that

Nd-^ acts as an acceptor of the Eu-^ excitation. The most important

point of figure 2 is the fact that the quenching occurs above a

EuJ concentration of 0.85, which is very high. It indicates that

the energy migration is restricted to the one-dimensional Eu

chains, since a decrease in dimensionality reduces the probability

that the migrating excitation encounters one of the randomly diB-
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tributed quenching sites [8], In two- and three-dimensional Eu3*

compounds the concentration quenching was found to occur above

x = 0.3 [7,9], while a critical concentration of 0.85 was found in

the one-diraensional EuMgl^O^Q compound [2,4].

3.2. Time dependence of the luminescence

A detailed analysis of the ^DQ E U 3 + emission decay was per-

formed in order to get a quantitave description of the energy

migration in LigEu(803)3. T h e r a d i a t i v e decay time was determined

to be 2.5 ms, using a sample of composition LitGdn qqEufi ni(BOo)o,

where no energy transfer occurs due to the low Eu concentration.

This value is in agreement with the value found by Garapon et al.,

viz. 2.3 ms [61.

The shape of the Eu3+ decay curve in r.he Li^Eu( 803)3:^

samples (including the LigEu(803)3 samP^e) appeared to depend on

temperature and on Nd concentration. At 4.2 K the curve consists

of a non-exponential initial part, which is due to direct transfer

from the regular Eu ions to acceptors, viz. the non-regular ions,

the quenching sites and the Nd34" ions, and an exponential long-time

part. The decay time of this part is slightly smaller than the

radiative decay time, which means that some energy migration
3+already occurs in the concentrated Eu compound at this

temperature. The decay rate of the long-time part increases with

increasing temperature and the long-time part becomes increasingly

more non-exponential. An example of such a decay curve is given in

figure 3. This behaviour is the more pronounced, the higher the

Nd concentration of the sample is. It can be explained by the

fact that a thermally assisted energy migration process occurs over

the Eu sublattice to the acceptors. This leads to an Increase of

the decay rate with increasing temperature, a commonly observed

phenomenon in concentrated Eu systems [2,7,9-121. The non-

exponent iallity indicates that this energy migration is not three-
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recorded at 40 K. Solid line: fit to eq. (1).

dimensional, because in that case an exponential long-time decay,

faster than the radiative decay, is expected [13]. Above 90 K the

shape of the decay curve does not change anymore.

In view of the fact that the non-regular Eu^+ ions, which are

present in a very small concentration since their emission lines do

not appear in figure 1, are thermalized with respect to the regular
o a.

Eu ions in the temperature range in which the migration occurs,

we will neglect them as acceptors for the migrating energy in what

follows. Movaghar et al. [14] have derived an expression for the

long-time development of the donor luminescence intensity in the

case of energy migration over a one-dimensional system of donor
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sites, with randomly distributed acceptors of infinite trap depth.

It reads

- JL_- Bt 1 / 3), (1)
o

with

2 2
TI x P

where iQ is the radiative decay time, xfl the acceptor concentration

and P the donor-donor transfer probability. It appears that all the
3+ 5Eu DQ decay curves can be fitted in a very satisfactory way to

eq. (1). This is another indication that we are dealing with one-

dimensional energy migration. The long-time part has been inter-

preted as the part where I(t) < 0.01 x 1(0) holds [15]. An example

of such a fit is given by the solid line in figure 3.

The temperature dependence o' the migration process stems from

the Inhomogeneous broadening of the DQ * 'FQ transition [4,7], The

linewidth of this transition is 3.5 cm"1 in Li6Eu(BO3)3 at A.2 K,

which exceeds the homogeneous linewidth (less than 1 cm"1 at these

temperatures [16]). The energy mismatches between the •'DQ levels of

regular Eu ions can be overcome by phonon assistance, which is a

strongly temperature-dependent process. At about 140 K the Hne-

width of the DQ + FQ transition starts to increase to 4.5 cm" at

300 K. Although this Increase is on the edge of the resolution of

our equipment, It indicates that the homogeneous, temperature

dependent broadening dominates the inhomogeneous, temperature

independent broadening at these temperatures. This will reduce the

energy mismatches between the Eu Ions, which Is probably respon-

sible for the fact that the energy migration rate remains constant

above 90 K.

The nature of the phonon assistance can be derived from the
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temperature dependence of the donor-donor transfer probability P.

Since the exact amount of quenching centers, which determines x, in

eq. (2), is unknown, we have to use the temperature dependence of

the fit parameter B . It has the same temperature dependence if we

make the obvious assumption that xg is temperature independent. It

appears that for all the LigEu(803)3: Nd samples the parameter B

increases with T , indicating a two-site nonresonant two-phonon

assisted process [17]. This process is commonly encountered in rare

earth compounds [4,10,18], An illustration is given in figure A for

a sample of composition LigEuQ^gNdg^ooi^B03^3* T h e 8°M-& ^ l n e l s

given by

B (3)

where the fit parameter c^ is equal to 1.78 s * K"-*. it depends,

among others, on the transverse velocity of sound In this compound

t

10

o 4
X

CO -,

40 80 120

TEMP (K)

160 200

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of B for

Solid line: fit to eq. (3).
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and the difference in ion-phonon coupling strengths between the

ground and excited states of the Eu3* ions involved. Since no

further data are available on Li&Eu(803)3, it cannot be evaluated.

If one assumes that the amount of concentration quenching in

LigEu(803)3, with and without Nd dopes, as given in figure 2,

scales with the total amount of quenching centers and Nd3"1" dota-

tion, one can obtain an estimate of the amount of quenching centers

in the undoped LigEu(803)3 **v extrapolating the data in figure 2.

This leads to a value of 0.008%, which is low compared to what was

found in EuMgB5010, viz. 0.5% [4]. The use of this value in

eq. (2), where xfl = 0.008% + XNd
3+» t o 8 e t h e r with the fit para-

meters B for the different LigEu(803)3 samP^-es» leads to a donor-

donor transfer probability of 10^ s"1 at 300 K, which is the same

as in EuMgBcO10 [4], This is satisfactory, since the interchain

separation between Eu ions is nearly the same for both compounds

(3.9 A vs. 4.0 A).

For the latter compound it was argued that the energy transfer

has to occur by exchange interaction. If we assume that this holds

also for LIgEu(B03)3, we get a probability for transfer between two

neighbouring Eu ions on different chains ^separation 6.7 A) of

10 s , using the distance dependence of the exchange interaction
2R

(equal to exp (- —r ), where R is the separation and L an effec-

tive average Bohr radius for the excited and unexcited states,

which can be taken to be 0.3 A for Eu3+ [19]). In the case of

multipolar interaction (distance dependence equal to R~s, where

s = 6,8,10... for electric dlpole-dlpole, dipole-quadrupole,

quadrupole-quadrupole... Interaction) this Interchain probability

becomes 4 x 105 s"1, 105 s"1 and 5 x 10* s"1 for s = 6,8 a*id 10,

respectively, which is much larger than the radiative decay rate,

viz. 400 s~*. Therefore, one would expect the energy migration not

to be one-dimensional in the case of multipolar interaction.

In conclusion, the energy migration in Li^Eu(803)3 behaves in

the same way as in EuMgBrO^Q, both compound having a one-

dimensional EuJT sublattlce.
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CHAPTER V

LUMINESCENCE AND ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN Eu3* IONS

IN A COMPOUND WITH TWO DIFFERENT RARE-EARTH SITES:

p'-Gd2(Mo04)3:Eu
3+ and |3'-Eu2(Mo04)3

Abstract

In Pf-(Gd^_xEux)2(Mo04)3 the Eu ion occupies two different

crystallographic sites, leading to small differences in the

respective energy level schemes. At very low temperatures a one-

phonon assisted energy transfer and at higher temperatures a two-

site nonresonant two-phonon assisted energy transfer occurs from a
*i • "it

Eu""" ion on one site to a neighbouring Eu"^ ion on the other site

over a distance of 6.3 A. For x=l there no longer is a distinction

possible between the two sites because of inhomogeneous line-
3+broadening. Energy migration occurs over the Eu sublattice with

quasi-two-dimensional character, via a one-site resonant two-phonon

assisted process.
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1. Introduction

Recently we found that the one-dimensional character of the

rare-earth sublattice in EuMgB5C>2Q [1] and TbMgl^OjQ [2] can be

recognized by the behaviour of the energy transfer in those

compounds. Having finished research on three-, two- and one-

dLmenslonal lattices with one type of Eu ions [3], we have now

turned our interest to EuJ compounds with crystal structures

offering more thsn one site for the Eu^" ion. The rare-earth

sesquimolybdates with the P'-GdoCMoO^)^ type structure show some

interesting structural features in the rare-earth sublattice [4,5].

It contains two crystallographically independent rare-earth ions,

Gd(l) and Gd(2), each lying in general positions 4c, forming

separate layers perpendicular to the c-axis. The Gd(1) and Gd(2)

layers are alternating, with the shortest Gd(l)-Gd(2) separation

being 6.3 A. In the Gd(l) layer as well as in the Gd(2) layer the

rare-earth ions form pairs with a separation of 3.9 A. The distance

between nearest pairs amounts to 5.4 A. Every rare-earth ion is

coordinated by seven oxygen ions. The rare-earth ions in one pair

share two oxygen ions, thus forming a RE2OJ2 group. The oxygen

surroundings are nearly the same for both crystallographic sites.

The site-symmetry of the rare-earth ions in P'-Gd2(MoO^)3 is Cj.

The present study aims at elucidating whether energy transfer

processes between Eu ions in this structure reflect these

structural peculiarities. Therefore we measured the properties of

the luminescence and the emission decay of the Eu • ions

in single crystals of composition (Gdo.995Eu0.005^2^Mo°4^3»

(Gd0#95Eu0>05)2(Mo04)3 and Eu2(Mo04)3, all three having the P'-

structure.
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2. Experimental

The single crystals were obtained from Dr. L.H. Brixner, from

E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. The growth of the crystals has

been described in ref. [4], The description of the experimental

set-up is given in ref. [1]. The measurements were made in the

temperature region from 1.3 K to 300 K.

3. Results

3.1. Spectral properties

The excitation spectrum of the Eu emission of the Eu ions

in (Gd^_xEux)2(^00^)3 powders has been described in ref. [6]. It

consists of the well-known sharp lines in the region 300 nm to

600 nm, belonging to transitions within the 4f" configuration of

Eu and of a broad band with a maximum at 280 nm, belonging to

charge-transfer transitions in the molybdate group. For x < 1 the

lines corresponding to the S •*• P transitions of GdJ appeared in

the spectrum. The molybdate group as well as the GdJ ion transfer

their energy to the Eu ion.

The crystals show the same excitation spectra as the powders,

except for the fact that in the powders an additional band with a

maximum at 320 nm occurred [6] . This was ascribed to defect molyb-

date groups. Our crystals show a band with a maximum at 310 nm. We

have no reason to assume that the earlier assignment should not

apply to this band as well. The excitation spectra also reveal some

vibronic sidebands on the high-energy side of the FQ •*• D2 and the

^FQ •*• ^DQ transitions. These will be dealt with below.

The absorption spectra of the crystals show the strong absorp-

tion of the molybdate group for wavelengths shorter than 300 nm,
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with a weak tail up to 900 nm. The sharp transitions of the Eu

ion occur on this tail. It manifests itself as a faint blue

colouring of the crystals, which increases upon increasing Eu

concentration. It is probably due to an oxygen deficiency resulting

in intervalence charge-transfer absorptions.

The emission spectrum of (GAQ^^^EUQ^QQ^) 2(^00^) ^ at 1.3 K is

given in figure 1. The emission occurs from the D Q level. Except

for two very weak peaks at 585.6 nm and 586.0 nm, belonging to

the Dj -»• F3 transition, no emission from higher D levels could

be observed. Obviously the multiphonon relaxation from these levels

to the D Q level is efficient. Raman spectra of Gd2(MoO^)3 show the

presence of vibrations of energies up to 1000 cm"1 [7], the latter

belonging to the Mo0£ tetrahedron.

In figure 1 it can be seen that aside from a splitting of the

two most intense peaks, the ̂ D Q + F2 transition shows more than 10

100r

580

Pig. 1. Emission spectrum of (Gdo>gg5EuO0oO5^2^
MoO4^3' recorded a t

1.3 K (X
text).

cXC

o > g g 5 O 0 o O 5 2 4 3
528.0 nm). VB ind ica t e s vibronic sidebands (see
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lines. This exceeds the allowed number for two different crystal-

lographic sites with Cj symmetry. Since all these lines appeared to

have the same excitation spectrum under site-selective spectroscopy

conditions and showed the same decay behaviour, it is not possible

to ascribe a part of them to Eu ions on non-regular crystallo-

graphic sites, as for instance in EuMgB5Oin [1]. Instead, some of

these have to be vibronic sidebands of the 5D Q -•
 7F 2 transition.

This makes the assignment of the zero-phonon ^DQ +• ̂ 2 transitions

very difficult, except for the two intense lines at 617.R nm and

615.5 nm, which have to be zero-phonon lines. The broad structure

around 589 nm is a vibronic sideband belonging to the ^DQ + 7F Q

transition. The same situation is encountered in scheelite-related
3+

Eu sesquimolybdates [8], Another confirmation of this assignment

are the vibronic sidebands on the high-energy side of the 7F n
 + ^Dn

and the FQ •*• DQ transition mentioned above. These sidebands are

shown in figure 2, where ZP indicates the zero-phonon line(s). In

both cases the largest energy difference between the zero-phonon

line(s) and the vibronic lines is about 1000 c m , as indicated in

the figure. A similar occurrence of vibronic sidebands in excita-

tion and emission was encountered in EuMgB501Q [1], It follows the

selection rules of Judd [9] and Ofelt [10].
3+

For a Eu ion with site-symmetry C^ one expects three emis-

sion lines for the DQ + 'F, transition. Together with the fact

that the splitting between the two sharp ^DQ •*• Fj lines at

592.2 nm and 591.8 nm is too small to be the comni - crystal-field

splitting of the Fj multiplet in an inorganic solid, this implies

that the broad feature around 598.5 nm is also a DQ •*• F̂  transi-

tion (see figure 1). Upon magnification this band appears to

consist of several peaks. This can be explained by the presence of

phonons with an energy equal to the energy difference between the

two F̂ĵ  levels belonging to the 592.2 nm and the 598.5 nm emission

lines, viz. 180 c m . The presence of these phonons in B*-

Gd2(MoO^)3 is illustrated in figure 2. That such a resonance

condition can lead to abnormal splittings of non-degenerate Stark
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lines has been discussed before by Caro et al. [11]. In EuMgB-OiQ

the same situation was encountered for the Dn •+ Fi transition

[1]. This particular ion-phonon interaction can also be responsible

for the presence of the two groups of peaks around 623 nm and

626 nm, since these groups are separated by about 200 cm from the

intense 5 D Q •»• 7F 2 lines at 615.5 nm and 617.8 nm, respectively. In

that case each group of lines results from the splitting of one

single 5 D Q •* F2 emission line.

Upon closer examination by selective excitation spectroscopy,

each of the intense 5 D Q •*• F2 and ->DQ •*• 'Fj lines appears to con-

sist of two lines, separated by 1 to 10 cm" . This is illustrated

in figure 3, which shows the 5D Q •»•
 7Fj emission lines. The two

intense broken peaks at 591.86 nm and 592.26 nin have the same

excitation spectrum in the 7 F Q + *Dj region, which is given in

figure 4 (broken line). The weak broken peaks in figure 3

(591.81 nm, 592.19 nm) have the excitation spectrum given by the

solid line in figure 4. Excitation into the intense peak at

528.07 nra results in the spectrum given by the solid line in fig.3.

In the same way the intense DQ + F2 lines appear to be split into

the couples 615.36 nm/615.59 nm and 617.71 nm/618.05 nm. Under

527.98 nm excitation the lines at 615.59 nm and 617.71 nm are

prominent, the other two under 528.07 nm excitation. The ^DQ ̂  FQ

transition shows no splitting in excitation or in emission.

Obviously we are dealing with two slightly different types of

Eu"*+ ions. Since the two crystallographic sites Gd(l) and Gd(2)

have slightly different oxygen surroundings, we assign these types

of Eu ions to the different sites and will refer to them as

Eu~""(l) and Eu"'+(2). Their relevant transitions and energy levels

are summarized in figure 5. The third 5Dj level of the Eu3+(1) ion

which one expects for site-symmetry Cj is probably very close to

one of the two lower ^Dj levels of the Eu (2) ion, so that the

corresponding FQ •> D, transition in figure 4 coincides with one

of the two ^FQ * -*Dj ii n e s for Eu (2). The occurrence of the lines

from a Eu-"" ion on one site in the excitation and emission spectra
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of the ion on the other site (see figures 3 and 4) can be caused by

energy transfer from one site to the other as well as by overlap-

ping emission and excitation lines. We will come to this below.

The emission spectrum of E^CMoO^)^ is identical to the one of

^Gd0.995EuO,005^2^Mo04^3 excePt f o r broadening of the lines in the

case of Eu2(MoO^)3. In the dilute crystal the ^DQ ̂  Fo transition

has a linewidth of 1.3 cm"1 at 4.2 K, whereas it has a linewidth of

3.1 cm"1 at 4.2 K in the concentrated crystal.

3.2« Energy transfer

The decay curves of the 5D Q emission of Eu
3+(1) and Eu3+(2)

after excitation into Eu3+(1) in (Gd0#995Eu0!oo5)2^
Mo04^3 at 1 # 3 K

are given in figure 6. The curve belonging to EuJ (1) is a single

exponential with a decay time of 690 us. This curve does not change

in the whole temperature range up to 300 K. Since nonradiative

losses can be neglected and since there is no energy migration in

such d.lluted Eu systems, the decay time of 690 us corresponds to

the radiative decay time of the 5D Q emission. It is somewhat longer

than reported for the (Gd1-xEux)2(^00^)3 powders, viz. 600 us [6].

The slope of the curve belonging to Eu3 (2) increases in the

time region up to 1500 us before the curve reaches a single

exponential with the radiative decay time, indicated by the dotted

line in figure 6. This shape points to a build-up of the intensity

in this region. It is, however, not very pronounced, due to the

high Initial Intensity of the curve, which hides the rising part of

the curve. The excitation lines of Eu3+(1) and Eu3+(2) are

overlapping (see figure 4). This leads to a direct excitation of

part of the Eu3+(2) ions upon excitation into the Eu3+(1) ions and

consequently to a high initial intensity of the Eu3+(2) decay curve

when only excitation into Eu (1) is intended.

After excitation Into Eu3+(2) exactly the same decay curves

are found as in figure 6, but then the Eu3+(2) decay curve Is a
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temperatures. Solid lines: fits to I(t) = IQexp(- t/x) (see text).
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single exponential and the Eu (1) decay shows a build-up.

The situation in (GdQ^gijEuQ^^MoO^)-} is identical to the

one in (GdQ^gg^EuQ^gQij^CMoO^-j, except for the build-up, which is

faster in the former.

In Eu2<MoO^)3 we are not able to distinguish between the decay

curves of Eu^Cl) and Eu3"1"^) under excitation into Eu^Cl) as well

as Into Eu (2) as a consequence of the increased overlapping of

the respective emission and excitation lines caused by the broade-

ning. Initially these decay curves are non-exponential. After long

times they become exponential with a decay time shorter than the

radiative decay time. This decay time decreases with increasing

temperature. Examples of such decay curves are given in figure 7.

4. Discussion

4.1. (Gd0>995Eu0#005)2(MoOA)3 and (Gd0#95Eu0>05)2(Mo04)3

In strongly diluted Eu-^ systems there is no energy migration

in the temperature range under consideration [1,2,12-15]. The

Initial build-up of the Eu3+(2) decay curve under Eu^C 1) exclta-

tlon at low temperatures points to energy transfer from EuJ (1) to

Eu^+(2). Since the Eu-""( 1) decay curve under Eu-""(2) excitation has

the same form, the same energy transfer Is also possible from

EuJT(2) to Eu (1). This Is caused by the absence of an observable

energy mismatch between the DQ levels of the Eu ions on both

crystallographic sites (see figure 5).

It is surprising that energy transfer occurs over such a long

distance (6.3 A) in spite of the very low strength of the 5Dg * FQ

electric dipole transition, which is the only transition Involved

at these low temperatures. This gives dipolar Interaction between

the Eu^+ ions a small probability. Exchange interaction is not very
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probable either, due to Its short range character. Another

possibility is superexch?.nge interaction of the type Eu3+(l)-02~-

Mo° -0z""-EuJ"l'(2). Supsrexchange interactions through molecular

groups have been proposed for the first time by Blasse In a study

of antiferromagnetism in ordered perovskites [16]. In Sr2NiMoC>£,

for example, interactions of the type Ni2+-02~-Mo6+-02"-Ni2+ (~8 A)

lead to an asymptotic Curie temperature of -260 K and a Niel tem-

perature of 80 K. In I^GdNbOg a superexchange interaction in the

configuration Gd^+-O2~-Nb^+-O2~-Gd^+ leads to an asymptotic Curie

temperature of -5 K. The latter observation compares especially

well with superexchange interaction between Eu (1) and Eu^+(2) via

the raolybdate group.

At this point it should be stressed that energy transfer

between EuJ ions on the same crystallographic sites forming pairs

(Eu -Eu3+ distance of 3.9 A) or energy transfer between Eu ions

on the same crystallographic sites over 5.4 A (see section 1) may

also take place, because their separation is smaller than the 6.3 A

separation of EuJ (1) and Eu (2). These energy transfer processes

can, however, not be monitored, since it concerns transfer between

identical ions, and since there is no migration to quenching

centers in the diluted crystals which would lead to an observable

shortening of the decay time.

For the description of the Eu3+(1) and Eu3+(2) decay curves we

use a model which takes only energy transfer between Eu3+(1) and a

nearest-neighbour Eu (2) and vice versa Into account. Every

Eu (1) Ion has four nearest-neighbour Eu^"( 2) Ions at 6.3 A, and

vice versa. The probability that one or more of these four posi-

tions are occupied by a Eû *" ion is equal to l-(l-x) , where x is

the Eu3+ concentration In the Eu3+(1) and Eu3+(2) sublattice. For

small values of x this probability becomes approximately Ax. Then

the time evolution of the excited state populations n of site 1 and

site 2 are given by
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V Pradnr 4xPtrV 4 x Pt nF = V Pradnr 4xPtrV 4xPtrn2

F " V PradV 4xPtrV 4xPtrnl

where a^ and a^ a r e t^le rates at which the Eu ions on every site

are excited. This rate is added to both equations because of the

partial overlapping of the excitation lines of Eu (1) and EuJ"r(2)

ions. The emission lines at 617.71 nm (Eu^"(l)) and 618.05 nm

(Eu3+(2)), separated by 9 cm"* , are used to monitor the -*DQ emis-

sion decay in order to avoid overlapping of the emission lines.

Pratj is the radiative decay rate, viz. 1450 s . Ptr is the energy

transfer rate from Eu^Cl) to Eu^"(2) and vice versa. In the fol-

lowing, we will confine ourselves to the situation where excitation

takes place into the EuJ (1) ions. After 6-pulse excitation, the

solution of these equations is given by [17]

-* + Bje'V (3)

n2(t) - V™-* + B2e~V

with

m - 8xP^ + P .
+ tr rad

m = P ,
- rad
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The coefficients A and B are related by Ai = A^ and Bi = -B->.

The Dg emission decay curves of Eu (1) and Eû *"(2) can be

fitted at all temperatures in both crystals to eqs. (3) and (4).

Examples of such fits are given by the solid lines in figure 6. B,

is found to be smaller than A^. Regarding the fact that Bj Is

positive this explains why the decay of Eu^(l) appears to be

identical to the radiative decay.

The faster build-up of the Eu (2) decay for increasing

temperature, manifesting itself as an increase of m̂ ., can be

explained by an increase of Ptr with temperature, since x and Pra(j

are temperature independent. The temperature dependence of Pt is

given in figure 8 for (GdQ^gggEuo^QQj^CMoO^)^ (crosses) and

(circles). Above 50 K the build-up has

become too fast to be observable, resulting in a purely radiative

decay for Eu3+(2).

12.5

10.0

- . 7.5

'o

x

5.0

. -2.5

°0 10 20 30
TEMP.(K)

Fig. 8 . Temperature dependence of P t r for
(crosses) and (GdQ>95EuQ>05)2(Mo04)3 ( c i r c l e s ) . Solid l ine: f i t to
eq. ( 7 ) .
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The theory of the temperature dependence of energy transfer

between identical ions has been treated by Holstein et al. [18]. Of

the possibilities given by these authors, the two-site nonresonant

two-phonon assisted energy transfer, proportional to T3, gives the

best description of the situation in the two crystals. The best

fit, given by the solid line in figure 8, has the form

P t r = A + B T
3, (7)

with A = 7.3 x 103 s"1 and B = 1.2 s~lK~3.

The same phonon assistance was found for the energy transfer

in EuMgB^OjQ at low temperatures [1]. The T law is valid for

temperatures low compared to the Debye temperature. The phonon

assistance is necessary to overcome the small energy differences

between the donor (Eu~""(l)) and acceptor (Eu^(2)) levels. In

addition to a possible small intrinsic mismatch there will be a

mismatch due to random strains and defects. Their presence is

revealed by the inhomogeneous broadening of the DQ •»• FQ transi-

tion, which has a linewidth of 1.3 cm in the temperature range up

to 50 K. This exceeds the homogeneous linewidth (less than 1 cm

[19]) at these temperatures. The temperature independent contribu-

tion to the transfer rate at very low temperatures (below 10 K)

given by A is probably due to a one-phonon assisted process, which

is only very slightly dependent on temperature in this region. The

factors A and B depend on the matrix element for superexchange

coupling, the difference between the ion-phonon coupling strengths

in the ground and excited state, the transverse velocity of sound

and the crystal density. Since no further data are available on

this compound, we are not able to evaluate these factors.
3+As can be concluded from the above, the P'-Gd2(Mo0^)3: Eu

crystals form a suitable system for the study of energy transfer
3+because of the well-defined separations between the Eu ions
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Involved. It is interesting to compare these results with those

recently obtained by Wietfeldt et al. [20] for energy transfer

between Er ions in the K -cluster in SrFj. In this cluster energy

transfer takes place between two crystallographically different

Er Ions, which have one well-defined separation, comparable to

the situation in the raolybdate. In SrFo the transfer occurs between

two levels that are spectrally separated by 31.3 cm . Below 10 K

the transfer was found to be a direct one-phonon assisted process,

at higher temperatures a one-site resonant two-phonon assisted

process, mediated via higher-lying resonant levels, takes over. The

two-site nonresonant two-phonon process, proportional to T , was

excluded because of the dependence of the transfer rate on the

energy difference between the lower levels and the resonant levels

involved. In P'-Gd2(MoO^)-j: E u ^ we have the opposite situation

above 10 K : no resonant levels are lying next to the FQ and DQ

levels In Eu^ in the temperature range under consideration, which

excludes the one-site resonant two-phonon process.

4.2.

In the Eu2(Mo0^)3 crystal the excitation energy is able to

migrate over the EuJ^ sublattlce to killer sites where it is lost

nonradiatively. This is shown by the DQ emission decay which is

faster than the radiative decay. As contrasted with this, there was

no energy migration observed in Eu2(MoO^)3 powders in the tempera-

ture range under consideration [6]. This was explained by a high

purity of the samples, preventing the excitation energy to reach a

killer centre during its lifetime. The same difference between

crystals and powders was encountered in the case of EuAl-jB^O^

[12], The presence of killer sites in the Eu2(Mo04)3 crystal is

obvious, given the faint blue colouring of the crystal (see section

3.1.).

The analysis of the diluted Eu3+ system showed that energy
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transfer over 6.3 A is possible between the two crystallographic

sites. In Eu2(Mo0^)3 the two crystallographic sites have become

spectroscopically identical. It is therefore reasonable to assume

that a three-dimensional diffusion-limited energy migration occurs

in the Eu2(MoO^)-j crystal. This type of migration is characterized

by an exponential long-time decay with a decay time shorter than

the radiative decay (see e.g. ref. [21]), just as we found for the

Eu DQ emission decay in Eu^CMoO^)^* This decay time x is given

by

where x is the radiative decay time ( = Praij) and x^ is the decay

time due to diffusion. The solid lines in figure 7 indicate the

exponential tails of the decay curves (the background signal has

also been taken into account). For the case of dipolar donor-

acceptor Interaction (donor: Eu , acceptor: killer) Yokota and

Tanimoto have derived the following expression for the total decay

function of the donor emission intensity I(t) [22]

2 3/4
r t 4

 w
3 / 2 v ">•- 1/2/1+10.87x+15.50x N 'I o e x P [ - - - j % Na(Ct) ( 1 + 8 )

° (9)

where x = DC"1/3t2^3, IQ is the intensity at t = 0, Nfl is the

number of acceptor ions per unit volume, D Is the diffusion

constant and C Is the Interaction parameter for donor-acceptor

interaction. The long-time limit of eq. (9) predicts an exponential

time dependence with the decay rate due to diffusion given by

" 1 = 11.404 N C 1 / A D 3 / 4 . (10)
D a
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Fig. 9. Serailogarithmic decay curve of the 5D Q +• 'F2 Eu^
+ emission

in Eu2(Mo0^)3 (\em = 617.71 nm), recorded at 30 K. Solid line: fit
to eq. (9).

Only the decay curve at 1.3 K is described satisfactorily by

eq. (9). At higher temperatures the initial part of the curve

decays faster than possible according to eq. (9). This is illus-

trated in figure 9, where the solid line gives the best fit of

eq. (9) to the experimental Eu DQ decay curve at 30 K. Several

explanations are possible to account for this behaviour. One possi-

bility is the occurrence of exchange interaction between donor and

acceptor, which is usually faster than dipolar interaction. Since

the initial part of the decay curve for diffusion-limited three-

dimensional energy migration reflects the direct donor-acceptor

interaction, this will lead to a faster initial decay. Another
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explanation comes from the fact mentioned before that on a smaller

scale than 6.3 A the Eu3* system consists of pairs. The energy

transfer in the pairs (over 3.9 A) is, and that between the pairs

(over 5.4 A in the layers of identical crystallographic sites) may

be faster than the transfer over 6.3 A. Migration via this subsys-

tem would lead to a faster decay than migration over 6.3 A. The

occurrence of donor-acceptor interaction and migration between the

pairs in the layers makes it impossible to analyse the initial part

of the decay curves.

It is very well possible that this two-dimensional migration

also contributes to some extent to the tail of the decay curves.

Together with the three-dimensional migration this will lead to a

•quasi-two-dimensional behaviour. It is however very difficult to

distinguish quasi-two-dimensional behaviour from three-dimensional

behaviour [15], the former having also an exponential decay with a

decay time described by eq.(8).

The energy migration In Eu^CMoO^^ increases with increasing

temperature, as can be seen in figure 7. This is also illustrated

in figure 10, where Tp is plotted versus temperature. It is a

consequence of the energy mismatch between the Eu^+ Ions due to

random strains and defects, revealed by the inhoraogeneous line-

broadening, just as for the diluted Eu-*+ system. Since the width of

the DQ ••• 'FQ transition was found not to change with increasing

temperature, it Is reasonable to assume that the inhomogeneous

broadening persists in the temperature range under consideration.

The temperature dependence Is satisfactorily described by

= 1.4 x I O V 1 + 9.6 x 103s"1exp(- 2 " k ™ ) , (11)

which is the expression for a one-site resonant two-phonon process

[18], The activation energy of 299 cm agrees well with the energy

difference between the 7FQ level and the lowest 'Fj Stark level of
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of tp* for Eu2(MoO^).j. Solid line:
fit to eq. (11).

the Eu3+ ion, viz. 302/303 era"1 (see fig. 5). The same activation

process was encountered in EuMgBjO^Q [1]. The constant value of x^

below 50 K must be due to the occurrence of the two-dimensional

part of the migration between identical EuJ ions since the

dependence in this temperaturetransfer over 6.3 A showed a
T j .

region, as was measured for the diluted Eu systems. A further

evaluation of the other fit-parameters in eq. (11) is very

difficult, since the quasi-two-dimensional migration is governed by

three different Eu3+ _ F,,3+Eu interactions.
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In conclusion, we have found that energy transfer does occur

in p'-(Gdj.jjEUjj) 2(^00^)3. For small values of x there is a one-step

energy transfer between neighbouring Eu ions on the two different

rare-earth crystallographic sites. In the concentrated system a

diffusion-limited energy migration occurs, which appears to be

quasi-two-dimensional because of structural arguments. The tempera-

ture dependence of both processes could be explained by different

types of phonon-assistance.
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CHAPTER VI

ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN Eu3* IONS IN A LATTICE WITH TWO DIFFERENT

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SITES:

Y2O3:Eu
3+, Gd2O3:Eu

3+ and Eu2O3

Abstract

The Eu ion occupies two different crystallographic sites in

xEux)2O3 and (^i-x^
ux^2^3» with site symmetry Sg and C2.

Energy transfer over more than 7 A occurs from Eu (Sg) ions to

EuJ (C2) ions. This is shown to be a direct one-phonon assisted

process, in combination with a one-site resonant two-phonon

assisted process at higher temperatures. For x=l there is energy

migration over the Eu (C2) sublattice to quenching impurities.

The presence of cooperative absorption points to superexchange
3+interaction between the Eu ions.
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1. Introduction

The effect of the peculiar structural properties of certain

rare-earth compounds on the energy transfer processes in these

systems has been a recent subject of research in our laboratory. We

found that the one-dimensional character of the rare-earth

sublattice in EuMgB5O10 [1] and TbMgB5O10 [2] can be recognized

from the behaviour of the energy transfer in those systems. Having

finished investigations on three-, two- r.nd one-dimensional

lattices with one type of Eu"^ ions [3], we have now turned our

interest to compounds offering more than one site for the Eu ion.

In pl-(Gd1_xEux)2(Mo04)3 the Eu 3 + ion occupies two different

crystallographic sites. For low Eu3"*" concentrations energy transfer

occurs between Eu ions on these two sites, leading to energy

migration with quasi-two-dimensional character for x=l [4]. The

differences between the sites are very small and there is no
c •Vj.

observable energy difference between the DQ levels of the Eu

ions on either site. Hence the energy transfer from one site to the

other has the same probability as the back transfer, these levels

being the ones involved in the transfer process.

Cubic C-type Y2O3 doped with Eu
3 + has also two crystallogra-

phically different rare-earth sites, but energy transfer between

the Eu ions will be different in this host lattice compared to

transfer in the molybdate, because in Y2O3 the sites are strongly

different, having site symmetries C2 and Sg [5]. The oxygen

surroundings of these two sites are given in figure 1. The DQ

level of a Eu3+ ion on a S& site lies 87 cm"
1 higher than the 5D Q

level of a Eu3+ (C2) ion [6]. Even at low temperatures energy

transfer was found to occur from Eu3+ (S6) to Eu
3+ (C2) in spite of

this large energy mismatch [5-10].

A considerable amount of investigations on the energy transfer

process in Y^O^: Eu has been performed till now. Driving force

behind these efforts is the use of this compound as a commercial

phosphor [9,10]. But none of the investigations led to a complete
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Fig. 1. Oxygen surroundings of the two rare-earth sites in Y2O3<

unraveling of the processes in this compound. In some of them a

model was used to describe the transfer process which did not take

into account the distance dependence of the energy transfer proba-

bility [6-8]. Other studies were of a more qualitative nature

[9,10].

The aim of this work is to find a more detailed description of

the energy transfer processes in Y2O3: Eu-^, Gd2O3." Eu-^ and EU2O3.

These compounds have the same crystal structure. 0320^: Eu"^ was

chosen because it is essentially identical to Y2O3: Eu3"*", except

for the ionic radii of the rare-earth ions. Eu and Gd have

nearly the same radius, 0.95 A and 0.9A A, respectively, while Y

is smaller (0.90 A) [11]. For pairs of neighbouring Eu3+ ions in

Y2O3: Eu3+ this leads to slight distortions in the crystal field
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[ 10]. The ions in these pairs have slightly displaced spectral

lines, and in the case of a Eu3+ (S^)-Eu^+ (C2) pair the energy

transfer from Eu 3 + (S6) to Eu
3+ (C2) is faster than for the rest of

the EuJ (Sg) ions. In Gd2C>3 the mutual proximity of the E u ^ ions

has no effect, since Eu and GdJ have the same size. This allows

an unambiguous analysis of the transfer processes in Gd2O3: Eu3+

which are identical to the main processes in ^03: Eu3+, without

interference of pair effects.

Finally the transfer in the concentrated system EU2O3 will be

considered. Since each Eu-^ ion has a large number of Eu-3"̂  neigh-

bours at short distances [12], energy migration over the Eu3+ sub-

lattice is very likely to occur.

2. Experimental

The measurements were performed on powder samples of composi-

tion (Y1_xEux)2O3 (0 < x < 1) and (Gd1_xEux)2O3 (x = 0.5%,5%). The

compounds were obtained by dissolving Eu2O3 (Highways 99.99%) and

Y2O3 (Highways 99.999%) or Gd2O3 (Highways 99.999%) in nitric acid

(Merck, p.a.grade). Mixed oxalates were precipitated by adding

oxalic acid (Baker, p.a. grade). After washing and drying, the

precipitate was fired for 4 hrs at 1000 °C. The resulting samples

were checked by X-ray powder diffraction using CuKa radiation. To

avoid contamination with impurities from the nitric acid, the Eu2O3

sample used for decay measurements was prepared by firing the

starting material Eu2O3 for 4 hrs at 1000 °C.

The experimental set-up is described in refs. [1,13]. Measure-

ments were made in the temperature region from 1.3 K to 300 K.
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3. Results

3.1. Spectral properties

The excitation spectrum of the Eu3+ emission in (Y, Eu )90o

and (Gdi-xEux)2O3 consists of the well known sharp lines in the

region 240 nm to 600 nm, corresponding to transitions within the

4f6 configuration of Eu3"*" and of the O^-Eu3"1" charge transfer band

which peaks at about 250 nm. Also the Gd34" 8S •*• 6I and 8S •*• 6P
3+transitions occur in the Gd compounds due to energy transfer from

Gd3+ to Eu3+.

Upon closer examination, for instance in the FQ > D, region,

a distinction can be made between lines belonging to the Eu3+ (Sg)

ions and lines belonging to the Eu3"1" (C2) ions. The same holds for

the emission spectrum, where emission lines occurring from the 5D Q

level of both types of Eu ions are present. These spectra have

been described in detail in refs. [5,9,10], At very low Eu con-

centrations weak lines occurring from the higher lying D̂  ievel

can be observed. They disappear on increasing Eu concentration

due to cross-relaxation [14].

There is no preferential occupation by the Eu ions of the S^

and C« sites, which are present in the ratio 1:3 [8]. Due to the

presence of a center of symmetry, only magnetic dipole transitions

(selection rule AJ = 0,±l, J = 0 •»• J = 0 forbidden) are allowed" for

the Eu 3 + (Sg) ion. The transitions of interest for this study are

the FQ * D^ and ^DQ +• F, transitions. Besides these magnetic

dipole transitions, the Eu (C2) ion shows also forced electric

dipole transitions, of which the 7F Q *
 5D Q and

 5 D Q •*• 7F 2 transi-

tions will be considered here.

The energy transfer from Eu3+ (S6) to Eu
3+ (C2) is a very

efficient process. Even in the compound C^o.995^0.005^2^3 at

4.2 K, the 7 F Q > 5Dj (S6) lines occur in the excitation spectrum

recorded by monitoring the 5D Q -»•
 7F 2 (C2) emission. This spectrum
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Fig. 2. Excitation spectrum in the 7F Q -*• Dj region of

^0 995Eu0 005^2^3' r e c o r d e d a t 4* 2 ^ ^em = ^11.25 nm (C2)). (a):
magnification of the 7F Q +

 5D l b (Sg) line, (b): same line in same
spectrum of ~

is given in figure 2. The number of lines in this spectrum is in

agreement with the site-symmetries. The displacement of the

spectral lines for paired Eu ions mentioned in section 1 can be

seen in figure 2a, which gives the 7F Q
 > 5D l b (S^) line in more

detail. Besides the main line at 523.6 nm, two satellite lines

.3+occur belonging to Eu J + (S^) ions, which have a neighbouring Eu3+
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(C2) ion at 3.5 A or 4.0 A. These lines are rather intense because

the corresponding Eu 3 + (S6) ions transfer their energy more ef-

ficiently to the Eu3+ (C2) ions than the Eu
3+ (Sfi) ions belonging

to the main line. That their presence is caused by the difference

between the ionic radii of Y 3 + and Eu3+, can be seen in figure 2b.

It shows the same excitation line in (Gd0p995Eu0>005)2O3. No satel-

lite lines occur because Gd3+ and Eu 3 + have nearly the same ionic

radius.

The intensity ratio of Eu3+ (S&) and Eu3+ (C2) excitation

lines in the FQ •*• 5Dj region while monitoring the 5D Q •+
 7F 2 (Co)

emission increases on increasing Eu 3 + concentration, indicating an

increasing rate of transfer. Similarly the intensity ratio of Eu3+

(S6) and Eu (C2) emission lines under excitation into one of the

FQ •*• Dj (S6) lines decreases on increasing Eu
3"*" concentration.

Figure 3 shows the emission spectrum of (GdQ 95EUQ ns^2°3

Jig. 3. Emission spectrum of (Gdp 95EUQ os)203» recorded at 4.2 K
(X = 523.54 nm (S6)).
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excitation into 7F Q •*
 5D l b (S&) at 4.2 K. We follow the assignment

given in ref. [10]. Only 11% of the total emission intensity

originates from the excited EuJ (S&) ions. If one assumes the

existence of a critical transfer distance RQ, for which holds that

for any Eu3+ (S6) - Eu
3+ (C2) pair the Eu

3+ (S6) ion will decay

radiatively if their separation is more than Ro and S6 + C2

transfer will occur if it is less than RQ, an estimate of Ro can be

made using this value. It represents the amount of isolated,

radiatively decaying Eu3+ (S6) ions. If every Eu 3 + (S6) has n

neighbouring sites within RQ that can be occupied by a Eu3+ (C2)

ion, the probability for the Eu3+ (Sg) ion to be isolated in

^G<^0.95Eu0.05^2°3 i s e 1 u a ^ t 0 0«95n. This is the probability for

all n sites to be occupied by Gd . When the amount of isolated

Eu 3 + (S6) ions is 11%, it follows that 0.95n = 0.11, resulting in

n = 43. Given the structural data of Gd2O3 [12], this means that RQ

has a value of about 8 A at 4.2 K.

Energy transfer from Eu (C2) to Eu (Sg) does not occur in

Y2O3: Eu
3 + and Gd2O3

#. Eu 3 + at low temperatures. At 300 K some Eu 3 +

emission can, however, be observed after excitation into Eu

(C2), depending on the Eu3+ concentration. At these temperatures

transfer from C2 to Sg becomes possible because the energy

difference between the DQ levels of both ions can be bridged

thermally.

The positions of the excitation and emission lines in Gd2O3:

Eu3+ and Eu2O3 are slightly different from the positions in Y2O3:

Eu , due to the difference of the ionic radii which leads to a

slightly distorted crystal field. The scheme of the Eu-^ 'FQ ̂  and

5 D Q J levels in Gd2O3 and Eu2O3 .derived from the present results,

is given in figure 4 for both sites. Since the only transitions

allowed for the S6 site are
 7F Q -•

 5D 1 and
 5D Q -*•

 7 F p additional

information being either the 7F l a -
 7F Q (S6) or the

 5D l a -
 5D 0 (S6)

energy difference is necessary to determine the position of the DQ

(Sc) level. The determination of the former will be discussed

below.
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Fig, 4. Energy level diagram of Eu3+ on the two sites in Gd2O3 and

EU2O3. Only the FQ j and DQ levels are shown.

.3+ ,3+In EU2O3 the transfer from Eu (Sc) to EuJ (C,) has become

very efficient: no Eu (St) emission can be detected after exci-

"""tation into Eu""" (Si). The emission spectra after excitation into

both types of ions have become identical. Also broadening of the

lines occurs. The linewidth or the -*DQ •»• FQ (C2) transition is

6 cm at 4.2 K compared to 1.5 cm in 2O3 and

4 cm"1 in
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100

528

Fig. 5. Excitation spectrum in the 7FQ •*

recorded at 4.2 K (\em = 611.3 nm (C2)),

cooperative absorption (see text).

Dj region of Eu.,03,

1,2,3: lines due to

Another striking feature of the concentrated Eu2O3 system is

the occurrence of seven additional lines at the high energy side of

the 7FQ ••
 5DL excitation spectrum while monitoring the 5DQ > F2

(C2) emission. This is illustrated in figure 5. The energy differ-

ence between each of the lines indicated by "1" and the consecutive

lines of the 7F Q + 5Dj (C2) transition is equal to the energy

difference between each of the lines indicated by "2" and the

consecutive lines of the 7FQ •*•
 5Dj (Sft) transition, viz. 216 cm"

1.

This value corresponds to the 7F l a -
 7FQ (C2) energy difference,

indicating that the additional lines are due to cooperative

absorption by two Eu^1" ions. They can be denoted by
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2 ?F 0(C 2) -• \(C2) + 7¥l(C2) (1)

and

7F0(S6) +
 7F0(C2) * \(S6) + ^ ( C j ) . (2)

The energy difference between the first line indicated by "3" and

the 7 F Q -• 5 D l a (C2) line is equal to the difference between the

second "3" line and the7FQ +
 5 D l c (C2) line, viz. 139 cm"

1. Since

this value is close to the 7F l a - 7 F Q (S6) energy difference in

Y2O3: Eu
3"1", being 132 cm"1 [6], these lines are described by the

process

7F 0(C 2) +
 7FQ(S6) + \iC2) + 7F!(S 6). (3)

The third line of this transition is hidden by the 7F Q +
 5 D l b (S6)

line. In this way the Fj a -
 7F Q (Sg) energy difference is deter-

mined to be 139 c m . This value can be used to complete the-energy

level scheme given in figure 4. No cooperative absorption between

two EuJ (Sg) ions could be detected.

Cooperative absorption lines of this intensity have been found

before in other concentrated Eu-"" compounds, viz. EuoO^S [15] and

Eu2O2SO^ [16], It is, however, the first time that cooperative

absorption is observed involving different Eu3 ions. Imanaga et

al. have argued that such a great intensity relative to the normal

transitions cannot be explained by multipolar or direct exchange

interactions between the Eu ions. They explained it by assuming a

superexchange mechanism via the charge transfer state. The relative

intensity of the cooperative absorption lines with respect to the

single ion lines in Eu2O2S is twice as large as in Eu2O^. This is

consequently due to the fact that the charge transfer state in the
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oxysulphide lies at lower energies (28600 cm *) than in EU7C3

(40000 c m " * ) , which leads to a stronger superexchange interaction

in the former. We also found superexchange between Eu ions in

p ?-Gd2(Mo0^)-j: Eu [4]. However, no cooperative absorption could

be detected.

3.2. Concentration dependence of the luminescence

In order to study the concentration quenching of the lumi-

nescence of the Eu J ions in ( vi_ xEu x) 2O3, the integrated Eu

emission ( Dg •> F Q , 2 ) , w a s measured after broad-band excitation
7 S ' ' "V+-

into the F Q ^ + L^ transition, as a function of the Eu concen-

tration x (0 < x < 1) at 300 K. Figure 6 shows the results. It

demonstrates that a strong quenching occurs at concentrations

higher than x = 0.1._ This is due to migration of the excitation

energy over the Eu sublattice to quenching impurities [1,13,16].

For two- and three-dimensional Eu J sublattices it was found that

the critical concentration x c obeys the empirical rule [17]

where N Is the number of neighbouring positions on the sublattice

to which transfer occurs. In view of the fact that the

E u 3 + (Sg) + Eu"*4" (C 2) energy transfer is very efficient, that there

are three times more Eu-"" (C2)Ions than E u 3 + (Sg) ions and that the

E u 3 + (C 2) ions are connected via superexchange contrary to the Eu 3

(Sc) ions, it is very reasonable to assume that the energy migra-

tion occurs over the E u 3 + (C 2) sublattice. The value of x c = 0.1

leads to N is 20. From this value it can be calculated that the

Eu (C 2) - Eu (C 2) interaction reaches as far as about 6 A at

300 K. Every E u 3 + (C 9) ion has 18 neighbours within 6.1 A.
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Fig. 6. Concentration dependence of the Integrated Eu emission
intensity in (Yi_xEux)2O3 at 300 K (Kexc » 394 nm).
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3.3. Time dependence of the luminescence

The radiative decay times of the Eu3+ (S6) and Eu
3"1" (C2) ions

were determined by measuring the 5D Q emission decay of both types

of ions after excitation into the ^Dj level in a sample of com-

position CYo.999EuO.OO1^2°3" T n e sP e c t r a of this sample showed that

there is no observable interaction between the Eu-*"*" ions for this

low EuJ concentration. After an initial buildup of about 100 us,

both decay curves become exponential in the temperature range under

consideration. The buildup is due to relaxation from the 5Dj level

to the 5DQ level. The risetime conforms very well to the lifetime

of the 5Dj level, which was found to decrease from 134 (is for

0.02% Eu3+ to 66 us for 5% Eu3* in Y2O3 due to cross relaxation

[14]. The 5DQ (C2) decay time has a constant value of 1100 us for

the different temperatures, while the ^DQ (S^) decay time varies

from 9600 |is at 1.3 K_ to 7900 (is at 300 K. These values agree with

the radiative decay time values of 1000 us and 7700 us found by

Forest and Ban [5] at 78 K for Eu3+ (C2) and Eu3+ (S6) in

^^0.994^u0.006^2^3» respectively. The decrease of the Sg decay

time is probably due to an enhanced coupling with assymetrlc

vibrations at higher temperatures, which induces electric dipole

transitions on the Eu (Sg) ion and lowers the lifetime of the

^DQ (St) level. This is sustained by the fact that a weak ^DQ + F2

line occurs at 611.5 nm in the emission spectrum of Eu3+ (Sg) in

(YQ 999 E"O 001^2°3 a t 30° K w h l c h l s n o t Present at 4.2 K. The high

value of the Sg radiative decay time agrees with the fact that the

transitions from ^DQ (Sg) are magnetic dipole transitions.

For a detailed study of the energy transfer process from

Eu3* (S6) to Eu3* (C2), the
 5D Q (S&) emission decay after

excitation into the D^ (Sg) level in a sample of composition

(Gdn 95EUQ 05^2^3 w a s use<^' •̂t appeared to be non-exponential and

faster than the radiative decay in the whole temperature range.

Examples of such decay curves are given in figure 7. It also

shows that the decay time decreases on increasing temperature.
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Fig. 7. Semilogarithmic decay curves of the 5D Q ->•
 7Fj Eu 3 +

 &

emission (\em = 582.00 nm) after excitation into the same ions
(X e x c » 523.54 nm) in (GdQ^EuQ^05)2°3» recorded at 1.3 and 280 K.
Solid lines: fits to eq. (6).
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Fig. 8. Semilogarithmic decay curves of the 5D Q -»•
 7 F 2 Eu

3 + (C2)
emission (\em = 611.3 nm) in Eu2O3, recorded at 1.3 K and 90 K.
Solid lines: fits to eq. (17).
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The 5Dj - DQ relaxation is too fast to be noticed on the time

scale under consideration. The ^DQ (C2) decay after excitation into
3+the Eu (Sg) ion shows a buildup reflecting the transfer process.

It is the same buildup as found for the ^DQ (C2) decay after exci-

tation into the 7F Q -*•
 5Dj (S6) main line in ( Y - Q ^ E U Q ^ ^ C ^ [10].

Energy migration in EU2O3 was investigated by using the DQ

(C2) emission decay after excitation into th<i 5Dj (C2) level.

Figure 8 shows two examples of such decay curves. At all tempera-

tures the decay is faster than the radiative decay. It grows faster

from 1.3 K to 90 K. Above 90 K the decay does not change anymore.

The r~cay curves are initiallly non-exponential and become exponen-

tial after long times.

4. Discussion

4.1. (Gd 0 # 95Eu 0 > 05 23

In view of the preceding results energy transfer from Eu

(Sg) to EuJ (C2) is possibly due to take place by superexchange

via the 0 ligands: electric dipolar interaction is ruled out

because electric dipole transitions are forbidden on the Eu-*+ («,g)

ion and cooperative absorption indicates that superexchange occurs

between the two types of ions.

Following the theory for the energy transfer process developed

by Forster [18] and Dexter [19], Dornauf and Heber [20] derived an

expression for the description of the donor decay in the case of

superexchange. The transfer probability P for superexchange is

given by

P =^-exp[Y(Ro- R)] , (5)
o
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where T Q is the radiative decay time of the donor, y the exchange

constant, R the donor-acceptor separation and RQ the critical

transfer distance, for which the transfer rate is equal to the

radiative decay rate. When the acceptor surroundings of the donor

are described by a set of coordination shells A with radius *R and

with Z acceptor sites, the time development of the donor emission

has the form [20]

= Ioexp(- ^-
o

o o

- AR))]}ZX, (6)

where IQ is the intensity at t = 0, Ng is the number of acceptor

ions per unit volume, x Is the acceptor concentration and Z =

k A

£ , Z. k must be taken large enough, so that the total number of

acceptors can be approximated by Zx and the overall transition

probability to acceptors at *TAR is small compared to the radiative

decay rate.

In (Gdn QcEun n O - ) ^
 tne donors are EuJ (Sfi) ions, - the

acceptors Eu3+ (C2) ions, T O decreases from 9600 us at 1.3 K to

7900 us at 300 K, No = 9.2 x 10
20 cm"3 and x = 0.0375. Using these

3.

values and the crystallographlc data given by Wyckoff [12}, the

experimental decay curves were fitted to eq. (6) taking IQ, y and

R as adjustable parameters. The set of radii used for the fitting

ranged from 3.6 A to 18.9 A, containing 504 possible acceptor

sites. Two examples of best fits are given in figure 7 by the solid

lines. The agreement with the experimental curves is excellent at

all temperatures. Above 180 K a slight deviation occurs after long
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times which we ascribe to backtransfer. At these temperatures the

energy difference of 100 cm"1 (see fig. 4) between the 5D Q levels

of the Eu3+ (C2) and Eu (S&) ions can be bridged by thermal

activation.

From these fits RQ occurred to vary from 7.3 A at 1.3 K to

8.2 A at 150 K. Above that temperature it does not change any more.

It has the same order of magnitude as the critical transfer

distance determined from the emission intensity. These results

differ from those obtained by Kobler and Heber [7,8] for

^0.95^u0.05^2^3* Although they arrived at a comparable value for

RQ, viz. 8.7 A, they found it to be independent of temperature.

This is due to the fact that these authors did not take into

account the distance dependence of the interaction.

The exchange constant y n a s a value of 0.75 A"1 and does not

change up to 150 K. At higher temperatures it decreases to 0.56 A

at 300 K. According to Dexter [19] y is equal to 2/L, where L is an

effective average Bohr radius for the excited and unexited states

of the superexchange complex. This radius is 2.7 A for y = 0.75 A

and 3.6 A for y = 0.56 A"1. Considering the fact that the sum of

the ionic radii of 02" and Eu3+ is 2.4 A [11], this would imply

that the superexchange occurs via more than one 0 ligand above

150 K. However, this is a process with a low probability and will

consequently not lead to a significant increase of the transfer

probability.

Also an effective radius of 2.7 A seems rather large for this

superexchange system. This might be due to the fact that superex-

change is not the only type of interaction between the Eu

ions and the Eu3+ (C2) ions. Another possibility is dipole-

quadrupole interaction, where the quadrupole transition is on the

Eu3+ (S6) ion. Although the radiative transition probability for

the quadrupole transition is usually too 6mall to make any

contribution to the radiative decay, it can be very important for

nonradiative energy transfer [21], The time development of the

donor emission for dipole-quadrupole interaction between donor and
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acceptor Is given by [22]

- Ioerp[- f- - r(|)^f-) ] , (7)
o o o

where NQ Is the critical amount of acceptor ions per unit volume

given by

(8)

and

P is the transfer probability for dipole-quadrupole Interaction

between donor and acceptor. It appeared that the fits of the *D0

(Sg) decay curves in (GdQ^^EuQ^05^2^3 t o e<l* (7) are of the same

quality as the fits to eq. (6), so that probably both types of

interaction play a role in the transfer process. The fits to

eq. (7) resulted in values of R varying from 7.9 A at 1.3 K to

9.2 A at 300 K, being somewhat larger than for the superexchange

Interaction.

With the obtained values for RQ, the nearest neighbour Eu

(S6) •*• Eu
3+ (C2) transfer probability (R = 3.6 A) can now be

calculated far both types of interaction using eqs. (5) and (9).

The results are plotted as a function of temperature In figure 9

for superexchange interaction and In figure 10 for dipole-

quadrupole interaction. The temperature dependence results from the

large energy difference of 100 cm"1 between the 5D Q (S6) and

the ^DQ (C,) level. This mismatch has to be overcome by phonon

assistance. The two most probable forms of phonon assistance for
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Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of the Eu3+ (S&) •*• Eu3+ (C2)

transfer probability for superexchange interaction in
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of the EuJ (S^) •*• Ev (C2)

transfer probability for dipole-quadrupole interaction in

(Gd0.95Eu0 05^2°3* s ° l i ( i l ine: f i t to eq. (14).
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the Eu3+ (S6) to Eu
3+ (C2) transfer are schematically drawn in

figure 11. Figure lla represents a direct one-phonon assisted

process, where the mismatch is overcome by the emission of a phonon

of 100 cm at the S^ site or at the C2 site, while a one-site

resonant two-phonon assisted process, which will gain importance at

higher temperatures, is depicted in figure lib. Here the absorption

Q energyof a phonon of 139 cm"1, resonant with the 7F^a - 'F

difference, and the emission of a phonon of 239 cm occur at the

Eu3+ (S6) site. Following the treatment of Holstein et al. [23] the

transfer probability due to the one-phonon assisted process can be

expressed by

OPA
(n(AE._)+l) , (10)

E
(cm"1)

17321

17221 T • AE12

¥ig. 11. Schematic diagram of the phonon assisted energy transfer

processes occurring in (^0,95^0.05) 2°3' ^a^: direct one-phonon

assisted process, (b) : one-site resonant two-phonon assisted

process.
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assuming the Debye approximation for the phonon density of states

and taking the angular average of the strain tensor as unity.

J = <1,2 iHll ,2> is the matrix element for the superexchange or

dipole-quadrupole coupling between the two Eu^+ sites, p is the

crystal density, vt is the transverse velocity of sound, AE 1 2 is

the -'DQ (S^) - DQ (C2) energy difference, n is the Bose population

factor and the coherence factor <h >Q is given by

<hI>Q = AM
2(S6) + LV?(C2) - 2 AM(S6)AM(C2)

 S±^T , (11)

where AM(i) is the difference in ion-phonon coupling strength

between ground and excited state for the Eu-"~ ion on site i, tj is

the phonon wavevector and r the separation of the sites. Since A E ^

is very large, eq. (ID reduces to

AM2(C2) . (12)

Similarly the expression for the two-phonon assisted process can be

derived to be

3 J2 A2 (MAE ) 3

PTPA - 4 5 2

where A is the ion-phonon coupling strength between the Fla and

the 7 F Q states of the Eu3+(S6) ion and A is the energy difference

between these levels.

The experimental transfer probability for both types of

interaction fits well to the equation
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A / k T, (14)

as is illustrated in figures 9 and 10. The solid line in figure 9

corresponds to a, = 1.8 x 10 s and <x2 = 1.7 x 10 s and to

a1 - 5.0 x io
4 s"1 and a 2 = 20 x 10

4 s"1 in figure 10. From al and

o2 the ratio of AM
2(S6) + AM

2(C2) and A
2 can be calculated to be 40

for superexchange interaction and 10 for dipole-quadrupole interac-

tion. Since the ion-phonon coupling strengths of excited and ground

state, which are typically of the order of 1000 cm"1 for rare-earth

transitions [23], will not be too different from each other, a can-

cellation will occur in AM(i). This implies that A has to be smal-

ler than the coupling strengths of the ground and excited states.

A further evaluation of these findings is not possible however,
3+because no data are available on the strain in Gd2C>3: Eu

The one-site resonant two-phonon assisted process is frequent-

ly encountered in rare-earth systems where a suitable resonant

level is available in the temperature range under consideration

[1,2,4,24,25], Except for very low temperatures, the direct one-

phonon assisted process occurs seldom in rare earth compounds

because in most of these compounds energy transfer occurs between

similar rare-earths ions which have small energy mismatches AEj2

(in the order of some cm" ) due to inhomogeneous broadening of the

energy levels. For small energy mismatches between similar ions,

where similar means that the AM(i)'s are approximately the same for

different sites i, the coherence factor <" >Q becomes zero

according to eq. (11). In combination with the small phonon density

of states at low phonon energies this leads to a very small proba-

bility for the direct one-phonon process. Both restrictions do not

apply for the Eu^+ (Sg) ••• Eu^+ (C2) transfer, where the sites are

different and the energy mismatch is large (100 cm ). Hence a one-

phonon assisted process of the same magnitude as the two-phonon

assisted process is not surprising.
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This situation is contrary to the situation in p '-

Eu-"\ In the molybdate the energy mismatch between the different

Eu3+ ions is very small [4], Since the energy transfer between

these ions could only be measured up to 50 K, no resonant level

could be involved in the transfer process under study. The transfer

was indeed found to occux by a two-site nonresonant two-phonon

assisted process, which is the most probable process to occur under

such circumstances [23],

4.2.

Figure 6 shows that energy migration occurs in EU2O3 at 300 K.

It was argued in section 3.2. that the energy migrates over the C2

sublattice to quenching impurities. This migration persists down to
O I C

1.3 K, since even at that temperature the Eu-^ JDQ (C~) emission

decay is faster than the radiative decay.

The long-time exponentiality of the C2 decay curves (see

figure 8) points to a three-dimensional diffusion-limited energy

migration [26]. If we express the decay time of the exponential

part of the curves by

x"1 = x~l + T!1, (15)
O D

where xD is the decay time due to migration, an expression for T^

for the case of dipolar donor-acceptor interaction has been derived

[27]:

c"1 = n.404 NaC
1/4D3/\ (16)
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where N& is the number of acceptor ions (in this case impurity

ions) per unit volume, C is the interaction parameter for donor-

acceptor interaction and D is the diffusion constant. The whole

decay is described by

1
o

(17)

where x = DC"1'3^' . For t •+ °° the expression between brackets

transforms to the right hand side of eq. (16).

Figure 8 shows two examples of fits of the experimental decay

curves to eq. (17) (solid lines). At low temperatures the fits are

in good agreement with the experimental curves, while at higher

temperatures a deviation occurs at the beginning of the curves,

which is probably due to the fact that the donor-acceptor interac-

tion is not only of dipolar nature. Above 90 K no change occurs in

the form cf the decay curves. From the fits Nfl was found to be
1R Tabout 2 x 10 c m , which is in good agreement with the nominal

amount of impurities, viz. 2.5 x 1018 cm"3 (& 0.01%). It proved

much more difficult to find one unambiguous value for C and D for

every curve. Depending on the initial values for the fitting para-

meters a whole set of combinations for C and D covering different

orders of magnitude resulted in fits of comparable quality.

An independent way to determine the interaction strength C is

given by Voronko et al. [28]. The nonexponential initial part of

the decay curve reflects the direct donor-acceptor interaction. It

should obey the relation

I(t) = I exp(- £ - pt1/2- b , (18)
O T w

O
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where i is the decay time of the exponential long-time part of the

decay curve, given by eq.(15), while f3 is given by

l/2 (19)

for dipolar donor-acceptor interaction. Using IQ and {3 as adjust-

able parameters and assuming that the interaction is mainly of di-

polar nature, C was obtained by fitting the beginning of the decay

0 20 40 60 80 100

TEMP. (K)

Fig. 12. Temperature dependence of the donor-acceptor interaction

parameter C (crosses) and the diffusion constant D (circles) in

EU2O3.
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curves to eq. (18). The resulting values are given by the crosses

in figure 12 as a function of temperature. The non-exponential part

of the curves is very short, as can be seen from figure 8. Since

these curves were measured using the minimum channel width of the

multichannel analyser, viz 10 us, we were not able to study these

parts in more detail. This is the reason for the large scatter in

the values of C. The values for the diffusion constant given in

figure 12 by the circles were obtained from the C values and the

exponential parts of the decay curves using eq.(16). Due to the

large scatter in the C values, resulting in a large scatter in the

D values, no conclusions can be drawn about the temperature

dependence of the migration process.

The transfer probability between the Eu (C2) ions in EU2O3

can be calculated using

(20)

a is the distance between nearest neighbour Eu (C2) ions, viz.

3.6 A. The average value of D is about A x 10"10 cm2 s"1, resulting

in P = 2 x 10^ s~*. This is one order of magnitude higher than was

found for systems with comparable Eu3+ separation like

[13] and EuOCl [29], viz. 3 x 105 s"1, at low temperatures. It

illustrates again the strong interaction between the Eu3+ ions in

the sesquioxide system.

The transfer probability from Eu (G2) to the impurities

follows from [28]

(20

for dipolar interaction. If we assume that the impurity occupies a
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cation site, we can take a to be 3.6 A. For C = 1.5 * 10~^6 cm^ s"1

(at 20 K) P becomes 7 x 108 s"1. Since this is larger than the Eu3*

(C2) •»• Eu (C2) transfer probability, the assumption of diffusion

limited energy migration seems to be reasonable.

The fact that the Eu0"1" (C2) decay does not become faster at

temperatures above 90 K is probably related to the fact, that the

linewidth of the 5D Q +
 7FQ (C2) transition starts to increase above

150 K to a value of 7 cm""1 at 300 K. Below 150 K it has a constant

value of about 6 cm" . The same situation was encountered in

Li6Eu(BO3)3 [30],

In conclusion, we can say that analoguous to what we found for

the energy transfer in 0 f-Gd2(Mo04)3: Eu
3"*", it is very difficult to

describe the energy transfer processes in the concentrated Eu-""

system accurately. This is mainly due to the complexity of the

system, brought about by the two different crystallographic sites

and by the presence o.f quenching impurities. On the other hand a

clear analysis of the transfer processes in the diluted Gd2O3: Eu-

and Y2O3: Eu compounds is possible. While the nature of the ac-

ceptors (impurities) and strength of donor-acceptor interaction in

the concentrated compound remain difficult to reveal, the dilution

offers a system where all the relevant parameters can be assigned.

In the diluted compound the impurities have no influence because

the excitation energy cannot reach them by energy migration as in

the concentrated compound.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten beschreven van een

onderzoek naar de stralingsloze overdracht van elektronische

excitatieënergie in verschillende Eu^+- en Tb^+-verbindingen, die

strukturele bijzonderheden vertonen in het zeldzame-aardsubrooster.

Deze bijzonderheden zijn een één-dimensionaal subrooster dan wel

twee verschillende kristallografische plaatsen voor het zelzame-

aardion.

In hoofdstuk II worden de eigenschappen van de luminescentie

en de energiemigratie in EuMgBcO^Q behandeld. De zeldzame-aardionen

in deze verbinding zijn gerangschikt in lineaire zig-zagketens,

waarbij de kortste afstand tussen de ionen in de keten 4 Â en

tussen de ketens 6 Â is. De geïntegreerde emissielntensiteit van

het Eu° als funktie van de koncentratie EuJ in Gdt EuxMgBc0,Q

(0 < x < 1) en de vorm van de vervalkurve van de Dg-emissie van

Eu in ongedoteerd en met Nd en Ni2 gedoteerd EuMgB^O^Q, tonen

aan dat de energiemigratie, die tot lage temperaturen optreedt, de

één-dimensionale aard van het EuJ -subrooster volgt. Gezien het

feit dat de afstand tussen de ketens niet veel groter is dan de

overdrachtsafstand in de keten, houdt dit in dat het overdrachts-

mechanisme een korte dracht heeft. Dit wijst op exchangewiffsel-

werking. Bij lage temperaturen fungeren Eu^+-ionen op niet-

reguliere kristallografische plaatsen (mogelijk een Mg -plaats en

de naburige Eu -plaats) als acceptoren voor de rondlopende

excitatieënergie. Bij hogere temperaturen fungeren onbekende

defekten en toegevoegde Nd - en Ni -ionen als zodai ig. De

temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de verschillende overdrachts-

processen kan verklaard worden door aan te nemen dat de

energieoverdracht fonon-geassisteerd is.
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In hoofdstuk III wordt het gedrag van excitaties in TbMgB,-O.o

beschreven. In systemen met Tb3"1" vindt de energiemigratie plaats

via de F, ^ D^-overgang van het Tb -ion. Deze heeft een grotere

oscillatorsterkte dan de 'FQ * ^DQ-overgang via welke de migratie

in systemen met Eu plaatsvindt, hetgeen tot een sterkere dipo-

laire interaktie tussen de ketens in TbMgB5O,Q leidt vergeleken bij

EuMgB5010. In TbMgB5O10 loopt de excitatieenergie in het hele tem-

peratuurgebied van 1.3 K tot 300 K over het Tb -subrooster. Hoewel

luminescentiemetingen laten zien dat deze migratie in hoofdzaak

één-dimensionaal is, blijkt uit tijdsafhankelijke metingen aan

ongedoteerd en met Eu3"*" en Mn^+ gedoteerd TbMgB5O1Q, dat de

migratie een kleine drie-dimensionale komponent heeft, hetgeen

uiteindelijk tot quasi-één-dimenslonale migratie leidt. De tempera-

tuurafhankelijkheid van de migratie kan verklaard worden door aan

te nemen dat het overdrachtsproces van niet-resonant overgaat in

resonant bij toeneraend_e temperatuur.

Een ander één-dimensionaal zeldzame-aardsubrooster wordt

gevonden in de verbinding LigEuCBOj)^. In deze verbinding liggen de

zeldzame-aardketens iets verder van elkaar af, namelijk 6.7 Â. In

hoofdstuk IV worden de eigenschappen van luminescentie en energie-

migratie van deze verbinding beschreven. Het blijkt dat het gedrag

van de energiemigratie in deze verbinding hetzelfde is als in

EuMgB501Q.

Voor de tweede kategorie onderzochte zeldzame-aardverbln-

dingen, te weten die met twee kristallografisch verschillende

plaatsen voor het zeldzame-aardion, is gekozen voor •twee

verbindingen, die twee extreme gevallen vertegenwoordigen:

ß'-GdoCMoOOß : Eu"*"*", met twee lichtelijk verschillende zeldzame-

aardplaatsen, en Gd2O-j : Eu-"", met twee sterk verschillende

zeldzame-aardplaatsen. Het onderzoek naar de eigenschappen van

luminescentie en energiemigratie in deze verbindingen is beschreven

in de hoofdstukken V en VI.

In het molybdaat is de positie van het JD0-niveau van het Eu

ion voor beide kristallografisehe plaatsen hetzelfde. Fonon-
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geassisteerde energieoverdracht blijkt via superexchange op te

treden over een afstand van 6.3 Â tussen de Eu -ionen op de

verschillende plaatsen. Deze overdracht leidt in het gekoncen-

treerde systeem, ß'-Eu2(Mo04)3, tot energiemigratie over het Eu
3+-

subrooster naar plaatsen waar de energie gedoofd wordt. De

struktuur maakt het aannemelijk dat deze migratie quasi-twee-

dimensionaal is.

In GdnOg : Eu tenslotte hebben de twee plaatsen de symmetrie

Sg en C2' Het 5DQ-niveau van een Eu
3+-ion op een Sg-plaats ligt

100 cm~* hoger dan dat van een Eu3+-ion op een C2~plaats. Er treedt

energieoverdracht op via superexchange- en quadrupool-dipoolwissel-

werking over meer dan 7 Â van een Eu -ion op een Sc-plaats naar

een Eu -ion op een C2~plaats. De fononassistentie van dit proces

verschilt van de fononassistentie in de overige Eu -verbindingen,

doordat het verschil tussen de kristallografische plaatsen zo groot

is. In het gekoncentreerde systeem, EU2O3, loopt de excitatie-

energie rond over het EuJT(C2)-subrooster naar plaatsen waar het

stralingsloos verloren gaat.
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